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A Message from Mudd-Ox Inc.

Thank you for choosing the Mudd-Ox as your new amphibious ATV.

We began designing the first Mudd-Ox in 2005, spending years testing and developing the ultimate amphibious 
vehicle. The first production machine rolled off the line in 2008 and was shipped to Australia. Since then, we have 
expanded our model lineup to include the Mudd-Ox GT, XL, Fort Mac, and Vengeance to suit all your outdoor needs. 
Our journey has continued to be full of adventure.

Safety is our number one concern. Be sure to read and understand this entire manual to ensure the safety of your-
self and others with the Mudd-Ox.

Mudd-Ox is proudly made in the USA. Our headquarters and manufacturing facility are located near the historic 
town of Shipshewana, Indiana. We welcome everyone to come visit our facility and take in the local beauty that is 
rural Indiana.
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Identify Your Mudd-Ox
 
PIN Plate
Each Mudd-Ox has its own unique identification plate. It notates the Model and Product Identification Number 
(PIN). This information is vital for identifying each individual Mudd-Ox and obtaining a state-issued title. Never 
remove the PIN plate from the Mudd-Ox.

Locating the PIN
On the interior of the Mudd-Ox in front of the parking brake handle locates the PIN plate. It is visible without 
removing any components, however removing the lower operator seat is recommended for best visibility.

Document Your Information
Write down the Model and PIN information just as it displays on the PIN plate to document your individual Mudd-Ox.

Model: _______________________________________________________________

PIN: _______________________________________________________________
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Safety

Operating Conditions

Ground Clearance

Ground Pressure

Self-Extraction Winch
Storage

Electrical Output
Bilge Pump

Warning Lights

Shipping Weight
Dimensions

Frame

Body

Tires

Speed - Water

Turning Circle
Towing Capacity A/C Unit Rear Accessory Carrier - Main Mount

4 to 6 [D] Amphibious Trailer Rear Seat - Standard
2 to 4 [D] Auxiliary Switch Panel Rear Seat - Bench
Optional Auxiliary Hydraulics Rescue

Bearing Grease Zerk Relocation Safari Rack (Full/Half Lengths)
Brush Cage (Full/Half  Length) Snow Plow - 85"
Brush Guard Snow Plow - Boss V Blade
Cab - Aluminum Spare Carrier - 5 Gallon Fuel Can
Cab - Canvas (Full/Half Combo) Spare Carrier - Tire

Custom Colors Available Upon Request Cab - Stereo Kit Tire - 26x18 x12" Vendetta
Controls - Steering Wheel Tire - Dual Wheel Kit
Cargo Liner Tracks - 16" Wide Adair
Cargo Platform Tracks - 20" Wide Chevron
Chain - Auto Oilers Tracks - 20" Wide Ripsaw
Dump Bed Tracks - 20" Wide Ripsaw - 6x6 Trailer
Engine Remote Oil Drain Tracks - 21" Wide Beaver Dam
Fender Kit Transport Tie Downs
Float - Catwalk Twin Roll Bar Package
Float - Front Winch - Synthetic Rope
Fuel Fill - Rear Winch - 5000 lbs. Rear Mount
Heater w/ Defrost Windshield
Light Bar 10-50" Windshield Wiper
Outboard Motor

Ver 200503

All weather, all terrain, -40°F to +110°F (-40°C to +43°C)

Fuel Capacity 12 US Gallons giving approx. 8-10 hours of operation
10.5 US Gallons with optional Rear Roll Bar

Mudd-Ox 8x8 XL 57 HP Kubota

14" at center of vehicle

Engine

Transmission

57 HP at 3,400 rpm
Kubota EFI
GasolineType

Model

Transmission

Power Output

Safety

Liquid-Cooled
1537 cc

Ground Clearance

Displacement
Cooling

Brakes Hydrostatic and Hydraulic Braking

2,190 lbs.

Operation & Convenience

Weight & Dimensions

8" outer edge of vehicle

Lockable glove box, Built in Cup Holders

Tracks: 0.5 psi [D]

5,000 lb. Capacity

Mudd-Ox Hydrostatic

Electrical 65 Series Battery, 105 Amp Alternator

Chassis, Body & Lights

Neutral Light

Seating Capacity - Land
2,500 lbs. (1,134 kg) [G]
Zero turning radius, machine counter-rotates

3 mph (5 km/h) [B]

Controls & Instrumentation

Seating Capacity - Water

Gauges
Instrumentation
Parking Brake
Steering

Load Capacity - Land

Lighting LED Headlights & LED Tail Lights

2,000 lbs. (907 kg)(distributed evenly) Less the weight of 
any accessories [C]

Drive System
Axles 1.500" Solid Steel

#60-2 (Twin 60) Roller Chain

Full Instrumentation Dash Panel
Full Engine Power View & Diagnostics
Fuel Gauge
Volt Meter

Coolant Temperature
Hour Meter

Ergonomic Left and Right Steering Controls
Ratchet Style Mechanical

Phone: 260-768-7221

[E] See Owner's Manual for full warranty information.
[D] Depending on weight of person, cargo and accessories onboard

Accessories

[F] Provides better flotation and allows for more carrying capacity in  the water.
[G] Approximate Towing Capacity, depends on surface type and vehicle load as well as 
incline. Max Hitch Tongue Load is 200 lbs. (98 kg) 

12V Outlet, Dual Port USB Outlet

Approach and Departure 
angles

Warranty

[B] Depends on water conditions, only operate in calm water without a current (No large 
lakes, open waters, oceans.)

123" Long
68" Wide
79" High with Roll Bar Up, 61" High with Roll Bar Down (on 
26 x 14 x 12" Vendetta Tires)

WarrantyVacuum formed upper body, lower body and skid plate, 
made from High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (HMWPE)

26" x 14" x 12" Mudd-Ox Vendetta on 12" Mudd-Ox Bead Lock 
Rim

Powder coated steel for long life and durability

Parking/Emergency Brake

Low Oil Pressure
Check Engine
Hydraulic Temperature

Fax: 260-768-3074

Performance

www.muddox.net
info@muddox.net

Fold down Roll Over Protection System with seat belts for 
front two passangers. Rear Roll Over Protection System is 
available as an option. Mudd-Ox Hydrostatic precision 
control drive system enables safe control at all times while 
maneuvering in the most difficult terrains.

On Tires: 2 psi [D]

Rear Bench Seat

1,000 lbs. (454 kg)(distributed evenly) Less the weight of 
any accessories [C]

17-25 mph (27-40 km/h) [A]

LED Brake & Reverse Lights w/ Optional Steering Wheel

Speed - Land

Standard

[C] See Owner's manual for accessory listing and weight.

[A] Top speed depends on terrain conditions and drive train options.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.

25° Maximum

12.5" x 28" Insert area over Engine Cover

Mudd-Ox, Inc.
8525 W 750 N

Load Capacity - Water

1 year or 500 hours limited warranty on Mudd-Ox

3 years or 3,000 hours engine wararnty. [E]

Shipshewana, IN 46565

Specifications
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Specifications Cont.

Axles 1.500" Diameter Axles
Tires Ground Pressure

Floor Board
Body

Performance
Towing Speed - Land Maximum 30 mph [A]
Towing Speed - Water Maximum 10 mph [B]

Warranty

Safety
Safety

Usage Conditions

Mudd-Ox, Inc.
8525 W 750 N

Shipshewana, IN 46565 Custom Colors Available Upon Request
Phone: 260-768-7221

Fax: 260-768-3074
www.muddox.net Bearing Grease Zerk Relocation Tire - Dual Wheel Kit
info@muddox.net Rescue Tracks - 20" Wide Ripsaw

Skid Plate Transport Tie Downs
Safari Rack (Full/Half Length) Twin Roll Bars

Ver 201903

Optional Roll Over Protection System with a roll bar on 
each end of the trailer.

1 year [E]

[F] Approximate Towing Capacity, depends on surface type and vehicle load as well 
as incline. Max Hitch Tongue Load is 200 lbs. (98 kg) 

Tracks: 0.25 psi [D]

Weight & Dimensions

Approach and Departure 
Angles

All weather, all terrain, -40°F to +110°F (-40°C to +43°C)

Load Capacity 2,000 lbs. (907 kg)(distributed evenly) Less the weight of 
any accessories [C][F]

25° Maximum

26" x 14" x 12" Mudd-Ox Vendetta on 12" Mudd-Ox Beadlock 
Rim.

100" long at bottom, 119" long at top x 33" wide at 
bottom, 56" wide at top x 16" high. Fenders 12" wide 
(included in 56" wide at top measurement).

Vacuum formed lower body and optional skid plate, made 
from High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (HMWPE)

168" long w/ hitch, 123" long w/o hitch x 82" wide x 35" 
high on 26x14x12" Vendetta Tires

8" outer edge of vehicle

Warranty

Weight 750 lbs

Inner Dimensions

Outer Dimensions

On Tires: 1 psi [D]

Mudd-Ox 6 Wheel Amphibious Trailer

Accessories

[E] See Vehicle Owner's Manuals for full warranty information.

[C] See Owner's manual for accessory listing and weight.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
[A] Top speed depends on terrain conditions and drive train options.

[D] Depending on weight of cargo and accessories onboard

[B] Depends on water conditions, only operate in calm water without a current (No 
large lakes, open waters, oceans.)

Wooden with handles for quick removal

14" at center of vehicle
Ground Clearance & Ground PressureChassis & Body

Powder coated steel for long life and durabilityFrame Ground Clearance
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Accessory Weight Each Weight Set
A/C Unit 70 lbs. N/A
Alternator Upgrade - VEN22, VEN26, VEN31 12 lbs. N/A
Alternator Upgrade - VEN38 16 lbs. N/A
Amphibious Trailer Skid Plate 60 lbs. N/A
Auxiliary Switch Panel 1 lbs. N/A
Bearing Extension 6x6 7.5 lbs. 45 lbs.
Bearing Extension 8x8 7.5 lbs. 60 lbs.
Bearing Grease Zerk Convenience Relocation 3 lbs. N/A
Brush Cage (Half Body Length) 84 lbs. N/A
Brush Cage (Full Body Length) 154 lbs. N/A
Brush Guard 20 lbs. N/A
Cab- Aluminum 155 lbs. N/A
Cab - Canvas (Full) 30 lbs. N/A
Cab - Canvas (Half) 12 lbs. N/A
Cab - Stereo Kit 30 lbs. N/A
Cargo Liner 22 lbs. N/A
Cargo Liner (In Cargo Frame) 31 lbs. N/A
Cargo Platform 28 lbs. N/A
Chain Automatic Oilers 10 lbs. N/A
Chain HD Upgrade 49 lbs. N/A
Dump Bed 172 lbs. N/A
Engine Remote Oil Drain 1 lbs. N/A
Fender Kit 7.5 lbs. 15 lbs.
Float - Catwalk 200 lbs. N/A
Float - Front 70 lbs. N/A
Heater w/ Defrost 12 lbs. N/A
Light Bar - 10" 4 lbs. N/A
Light Bar - 20" 7 lbs. N/A
Light Bar - 30" 10 lbs. N/A
Light Bar - 40" 13 lbs. N/A
Light Bar - 50" 16 lbs. N/A
Outboard Motor Mount 20 lbs. N/A
*Plus weight of outboard motor of choice. Not to exceed 10 HP) - -
Rear Accessory Carrier - Main Mount 13.5 lbs. N/A
Rear Seat - Standard 21 lbs. N/A
Rear Seat - Bench 26 lbs. N/A
Safari Rack (Full Length/Rub Rail Mount) 140 lbs. N/A
Safari Rack (Full Length/Roll Bar Mount) 115 lbs. N/A
Safari Rack (Half Length/Rub Rail Mount) 70 lbs. N/A
Safari Rack (Half Length/Roll Bar Mount) 58 lbs. N/A
Snow Plow - 85" Mudd-Ox 190 lbs. N/A
Snow Plow - Boss Power V-Blade 475 lbs. N/A
Spare Carrier - Attachment 5 Gallon Fuel Can w/ Can 20 lbs. N/A
Spare Carrier - Attachment Tire w/o Tire 14.5 lbs. N/A
Tire - 26" x 14" x 12" Vendetta 28.5 lbs. 228 lbs.
Tire - 26" x 18" x 12" Vendetta 31 lbs. 248 lbs.
Tire - 12" Beadlock Rim for 14" Vendetta 13.5 lbs. 108 lbs.
Tire - 12" Beadlock Rim for 18" Vendetta 21 lbs. 168 lbs.
Tire Combo - 26" x 14" x 12" Vendetta on 12" Rim 42 lbs. 336 lbs.
Tire Combo - 26" x 18" x 12" Vendetta on 12" Rim 52 lbs. 416 lbs.
Tire - Dual Wheel Extension 6x6 11.5 lbs. 69 lbs.
Tire - Dual Wheel Extension 8x8 11.5 lbs. 92 lbs.
Tracks - 16" Wide Adair 190 lbs. 380 lbs.
Tracks - 20" Wide Chevron 260 lbs. 520 lbs.
Tracks - 20" Wide Chevron Fort Mac 300 lbs. 600 lbs.
Tracks - 20" Wide Ripsaw 175 lbs. 350 lbs.
Tracks - 20" Wide Ripsaw 6x6 Amphibious Trailer 140 lbs. 280 lbs.
Tracks - 21" Wide Beaver Dam 225 lbs. 550 lbs.
Transport Tie Downs - Bearing Box Style 0.8 lbs. 3.2 lbs.
Transport Tie Downs - Bearing Flange Style 1 lbs. 4 lbs.
Twin Roll Bar 74 lbs. N/A
Twin Roll Bar - Amphibious Trailer 74 lbs. 148 lbs.
Winch - 5000 lbs. Rear Mount 34 lbs. N/A
Windshield 23 lbs. N/A
Windshield Wiper Kit 3 lbs. N/A

Specifications Cont.
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Warranty

Limited Warranty: Mudd-Ox Inc. (“Mudd-Ox”) hereby warrants to the original purchaser that any components of your 
new Mudd-Ox vehicle manufactured by Mudd-Ox will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 
(1) year from date of purchase or 500 hours, whichever comes first, exempt as otherwise noted. Dealer demo vehicles are 
warrantied for (30) days.

Mudd-Ox Warranty Responsibilities: Mudd-Ox, if notified of a defect in material or workmanship during the period of 
warranty, will repair or replace, at its option, defective parts covered by this warranty at no charge other than the reason-
able cost for the transportation of components, if applicable. Mudd-Ox will also pay reasonable charges for necessary labor 
to perform warranty repairs.

Warranty Claim Procedures: In order to be able to submit claims under this warranty, the original purchaser must main-
tain and operate the vehicle in accordance with instruction provided: in the Owner’s Manual; engine manufacturer’s manu-
al; in any manual related to components of the vehicle; and on labels affixed to the vehicle. To initiate a warranty claim pro-
cedure, the original purchaser must contact the Mudd-Ox Customer Service Department within (10) days of the discovery 
of an alleged defect. Mudd-Ox’s Customer Service Department may be contacted using the following methods: by calling +1 
260-768-7221, in person or by mail at Mudd-Ox Inc, 8525 W 750 N Shipshewana, IN 46565, or online at www.muddox.net. 
The repair or replacement of any part(s) under this Limited Warranty shall not extend the term of the warranty beyond the 
original term as set forth above. Products which Mudd-Ox Inc. determines violate such warranty shall be returned to the 
BUYER at the BUYER’S expense. Any parts required for warranty that are not in the dealer’s inventory will be shipped to the 
servicing dealer via UPS Ground or USPS priority mail at Mudd-Ox Inc. discretion.

General Exclusions: This limited warranty does not cover component failure or damage caused by any of the following: 
abnormal strain or stress; neglect; abuse; theft; fire; improper assembly of components which were supplied in the factory 
sealed carton after the vehicle left Mudd-Ox; improper maintenance or repair; modifications; damage caused by use of 
non-Mudd-Ox accessories; or improper use of the vehicle including but not limited to: racing, jumping, stunt driving, or any 
other uses prohibited in the Owner’s Manual. Additionally, this warranty does not cover vehicles which are leased, rented, 
or used at a concession track. This warranty does not cover components not manufactured by Mudd-Ox. For warranty 
information on components not manufactured by Mudd-Ox, please refer to each component’s respective manufacturer’s 
warranty.

Specific Exclusions: This limited warranty does not apply to components which are subject to normal wear and tear. These 
items are not limited to: axles; track keepers; wheels; tires; batteries; throttle; shift, steer and brake cables; drive belt; the 
torque converter system; chain; seat; lights; fasteners; decals; or body panels and natural cosmetic discoloration of mate-
rial due to ultraviolet light. Shipping method of parts, incorrectly damaged components, downtime, and delivery charges 
are not covered by this warranty. This warranty does not apply to the vehicle’s batteries. The batteries carry a separate 
warranty provided by Mudd-Ox’s battery supplier. Please refer to the battery supplier’s warranty policy for their warranty 
requirements and procedures.

No Implied Warranty of Fitness or Merchantability: There are no warranties that extend beyond the description on 
the face hereof. Specifically, Mudd-Ox makes no other warranty of any kind, express or implied. All warranties of fitness 
or merchantability for a particular purpose that exceed the obligations and time limitations specified in this warrant are 
hereby disclaimed by Mudd-Ox and excluded from this warranty. Additionally, this warranty excludes any incidental or 
consequential damages, including but not limited to loss of use. Some states do not allow a manufacturer to exclude or limit 
incidental or consequential damages and, therefore, the above exclusion may not apply.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty will last. It is possible that the above limitation may 
not apply. This warranty gives the original purchaser specific legal rights. The original purchaser may also have other legal 
rights, which vary from state to state.

Warranty of Service: To obtain warranty service, the original purchaser must return the Mudd-Ox vehicle to the local au-
thorized dealer or service center, inform them of the warranty, and provide proof of purchase before any warranty service 
can be provided. The authorized dealer or service center will inspect the product to determine what repairs or parts are 
needed and whether they are covered under this warranty. To locate an authorized dealer or service center, please call 
Mudd-Ox at +1 260-768-7221 or visit Mudd-Ox online at www.muddox.net
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Safety

Safety Equipment
All occupants must wear a DOT-certified helmet. Standard are seat belts for the front two passengers, optional rear 
with Twin Roll Bar and Seat - Bench.  Use the seat belts at all times on land and ensure the ROPS (roll over protec-
tion system) system is in the upwards position with all pins and bolts correctly installed.  Any time the vehicle is in 
water, you must remove your seat belt and helmet, and wear a life preserver.

General Safety
Do not operate on public roads. Do not operate in waters with current or open water such as large lakes and oceans. 
Do not refuel the machine with the engine running. Do not operate the Mudd-Ox on angles greater than 25 degrees. 
Do not drive faster than conditions or your ability allows. Do not attempt to make sudden sharp turns or go from 
forward to reverse abruptly; doing so could upset the machine or at the least jostle the occupants, possibly causing 
injury.

Read through this entire manual and complete all necessary inspections, maintenance and parts replacements as 
necessary.

• Do not operate this vehicle while intoxicated.
• Wear appropriate clothing: dress for weather conditions.
• Operator must be at least 16 years of age.
• Use common sense at all times while operating.
• Always have a first aid kit and fire extinguisher inside the vehicle.
• All passengers must be seated while the vehicle is in motion.
• Do not overload the vehicle under any circumstances.
• Ensure floor boards are in place while operating vehicle.
• Avoid blacktop when possible.
• Drive vehicle at safe speeds for terrain conditions.

Capacities of the Mudd-Ox 
See Specifications for information on Mudd-Ox vehicle and Amphibious Trailer capacities. Under no circumstances 
should the maximum capacities be exceeded. Subtract weight of all accessories from total vehicle capacities. Al-
ways evenly distribute weight to prevent imbalances.

Prepare Your Trip
The Mudd-Ox is capable of traveling to remote locations where emergency services are not readily available. These 
locations can range from desert to tundra climates. When traveling in the Mudd-Ox, always pack a survival kit suit-
able for all occupants in the vehicle. This includes but is not limited to: food, water, extra clothing, fuel, flashlight, 
portable heater, tent, flares, tools, spare parts, and spare tires mounted on rims. Never venture into remote areas 
alone, and notify someone of your departure and expected arrival time. Create emergency plans in advance.
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Safety Cont.

Every operator MUST review and understand the basic operation manual and all warning labels displayed on this 
page and on the vehicle before operation. Please keep a copy in the glove box for operators to review as needed. 
Never operate the Mudd-Ox with the roll bar down.

✐ ✐

*DRAWING NOT TO SCALE.*

030518
18-121168

MUDD OX
LEXAN DECAL SHEET

011018-1

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

12.5” X 9”

20 MIL 8B35 JETVIEW

-----

468 MP

-----

-----

BLACK

PMS WARNING ORANGE CP

DOES NOT PRINT
ORANGE

C:0
M:100
Y:100
K:0 PMS 185 CP

RED

C:0
M:100
Y:100
K:0

PMS 355 CP

GREEN

C:98
M:12
Y:100
K:2

DIE LINE

JA
X.XX = ± 0.050”
X.XXX = ± 0.030”
GUILLOTINE = ± 0.050”A

11/6/19Weight capacities increased, now include Fort Mac.

Open cab doors and top for unrestricted exit

GASOLINE ONLY 
• Shut o� engine when refueling 
• Keep open �ame away when refueling 
• Re-tighten fuel cap securely
• See Operator’s Manual for
recommended fuel and stabilizer

GASOLINE ONLY 
• Shut o� engine when refueling 
• Keep open �ame away when refueling 
• Re-tighten fuel cap securely
• See Operator’s Manual for
recommended fuel and stabilizer

DIESEL ONLY 
• Shut o� engine when refueling 
• Keep open �ame away when refueling 
• Re-tighten fuel cap securely
• See Operator’s Manual for
recommended fuel and stabilizer

Mu˜er 
Hot

Keep floor pans securely in place.
Moving chains can cause severe personal injury.

Keep °o or pans securely in place.
Moving chains can cause severe personal injury.

VEHICLE LOAD CAPACITY ON LAND: 
Vengeance  1,800 lbs (816 kg)

 XL, Fort Mac 2,000 lbs (907 kg)
TOWING CAPACITY:

Vengeance  2,000 lbs (907 kg)
XL, Fort Mac 2,500 lbs (1,134 kg)

VEHICLE LOAD CAPACITY IN WATER: 
1,000 lbs (454 kg) evenly distributed.

Capacity includes occupants and all installed accessories. 
See owner’s manual for accessory weights.

Amphibious Trailer: 2,000 lbs (907 kg) land & water
TIRE PRESSURE:

See Owners Manual 

IMPROPER USE OF THIS VEHICLE CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH  
LOCATE AND READ OPERATOR’S MANUAL. FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS

NEVER OPERATE: 
• If you are under age 18
• Without proper training and instruction
• At speeds too fast for your skill level or the conditions
• On public roads – a collision can occur with another vehicle
• Without all guards, shields, °o or pans and hood in place
• Without checking throttle control for proper operation/return

ALWAYS USE APPROVED 
HELMET AND EYE 

PROTECTION

ALWAYS WEAR AN 
APPROVED PERSONAL 

FLOTATION DEVICE(PFD) 
AND CARRY A PADDLE

 NEVER DRIVE 
ON PUBLIC ROADS

 NEVER USE 
WITH DRUGS OR 

ALCOHOLON LAND, ALWAYS:
• Use proper driving techniques to avoid vehicle overturn on hills, rough terrain
and in turns
• Avoid paved surfaces – pavement may seriously affect handling and control

IN WATER, ALWAYS: 
• Remove seat belts and retract passenger T-Bar handle before entering the water
• Use vehicle in calm water only as vehicle may be unstable, fill with water and sink
• Secure drain plugs and keep cab doors and top open for unrestricted exit
• Observe capacity limitations and keep load low and evenly distributed
• Enter and exit water on gradual terrain slope

R FN

Do not operate with engine cover
removed. Moving parts can cause 

severe personal injury.
20 lbs. 

weight limit

Do not block
air intake.

Do not operate with engine cover
removed. Moving parts can cause 

severe personal injury.
20 lbs. 

weight limit

Do not block
air intake.

WARNING

Muffler 
Hot

WARNING

IMPROPER USE OF THIS VEHICLE CAN RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH  
LOCATE AND READ OPERATOR’S MANUAL. FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS

NEVER OPERATE: 
• If you are under age 18
•  Without proper training and instruction
• At speeds too fast for your skill level or the conditions
• On public roads – a collision can occur with another vehicle
•  Without all guards, shields, floor pans and hood in place
•  Without checking throttle control for proper operation/return

ALWAYS USE APPROVED 
HELMET AND EYE 

PROTECTION

ALWAYS WEAR AN 
APPROVED PERSONAL 

FLOTATION DEVICE(PFD) 
AND CARRY A PADDLE

 NEVER DRIVE 
ON PUBLIC ROADS

 NEVER USE 
WITH DRUGS OR 

ALCOHOL
ON LAND, ALWAYS:
• Use proper driving techniques to avoid vehicle overturn on hills, rough terrain
and in turns
• Avoid paved surfaces – pavement may seriously affect handling and control

IN WATER, ALWAYS: 
• Remove seat belts and retract passenger T-bar handle before entering the water
• Use vehicle in calm water only as vehicle may be unstable, fill with water and sink
• Secure drain plugs and keep cab doors and top open for unrestricted exit
• Observe capacity limitations and keep load low and evenly distributed
• Enter and exit water on gradual terrain slope

VEHICLE LOAD CAPACITY ON LAND: 
Vengeance  1,800 lbs (816 kg)

 XL, Fort Mac 2,000 lbs (907 kg)
TOWING CAPACITY:

Vengeance  2,000 lbs (907 kg)
XL, Fort Mac 2,500 lbs (1,134 kg)

VEHICLE LOAD CAPACITY IN WATER: 
1,000 lbs (454 kg) evenly distributed.

Capacity includes occupants and all installed accessories. See 
owner’s manual for accessory weights.

Amphibious Trailer: 2,000 lbs (907 kg) land & water
TIRE PRESSURE:

See Owners Manual 

10.69”

3.99”

3.05”

3.83”

2.10” RAD .1”
(X4)

1.39”

DIA .1875”
(X4)

4”

1.75”

.85”

PART X2 
MEASUREMENTS

1.12”

WARNING GASOLINE/DIESEL LABEL 
(SAME DIMENSIONS)

1.52”

7.45”

1.87”

2.54”

RAD .1”
(X4)

RAD .1”
(X4)

RAD .1”
(X4)

RAD .1”
(X4)

RAD .1”
(X4)

DIA .1875”
(X4)

DIA .1875”
(X4)

DIA .1875”
(X4)

DIA .1875”
(X4)

.125”

.237”

RAD .1”
(X4)

11/6/19
Removed one label 1/29/20
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Safety Cont.

50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60

Calm 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60
5 48 37 27 16 6 -5 -15 -26 -36 -47 -57 -68
10 40 28 16 4 -9 -21 -33 -46 -58 -70 -83 -95
15 36 22 9 -5 -18 -36 -45 -58 -72 -85 -99 -112
20 32 18 4 -10 -25 -39 -53 -67 -82 -96 -110 -124
25 30 16 0 -15 -29 -44 -59 -74 -88 -104 -118 -133
30 28 13 -2 -18 -33 -48 -63 -79 -94 -109 -125 -140
35 27 11 -4 -20 -35 -49 -67 -82 -98 -113 -129 -145
40 26 10 -6 -21 -37 -53 -69 -85 -100 -116 -132 -148

*Wind speeds 
great than 40 

mph have little 
additional effect

Wind Speed in 
MPH

*Danger from freezing of exposed flesh

Equivalent Temperature (F)

Actual Thermometer Reading (F)

GREAT DANGER
LITTLE 

DANGER*
INCREASED 

DANGER*

Wind chill is the feeling of colder temperatures than what the thermometer reads. This happens when the wind 
blows cold air across exposed skin.

All Mudd-Ox operators and passengers must be aware of the wind chill factor. Always dress properly for the weather 
and cover exposed skin. Ensure young children are adequately dressed for cold temperatures. It is best to bring candles 
and blankets in case of emergency. For colder applications, we highly recommend installing either our Cab - Canvas or 
Cab - Aluminum (Figure-1, 2) with a heater (Figure-3). For warm climates we recommend the A/C Unit (Figure-4).

Figure-2

Cab - Aluminum

Figure-1

Cab - Canvas

Figure-3

Heater

Figure-4

A/C Unit
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Instrument Panel XL
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Instrument Panel XL Cont.

1. 1. Neutral Light:Neutral Light: Illuminates when both control levers are in neutral position. This is required for the vehicle to  Illuminates when both control levers are in neutral position. This is required for the vehicle to 
start.start.

2. 2. Parking Brake LightParking Brake Light: Illuminates when the parking brake is engaged. This is required for the vehicle to start.: Illuminates when the parking brake is engaged. This is required for the vehicle to start.
3. 3. Digital Display:Digital Display: This electronic monitoring system shows engine RPM, oil pressure, coolant temperature and  This electronic monitoring system shows engine RPM, oil pressure, coolant temperature and 

battery voltage. Located below the screen are buttons used to cycle through various digital displays. Refer to battery voltage. Located below the screen are buttons used to cycle through various digital displays. Refer to 
engine manual for additional information.engine manual for additional information.

4. 4. Ignition Switch:Ignition Switch: When the key is installed, it will toggle the engine on and off. To start the engine: Turn key com- When the key is installed, it will toggle the engine on and off. To start the engine: Turn key com-
pletely clockwise, release once started. Turn completely counterclockwise to shut off engine.pletely clockwise, release once started. Turn completely counterclockwise to shut off engine.

5. 5. Head Lights Switch: Head Lights Switch: Flipping the switch to “ON” will activate the headlights and tail lights. Flipping the switch to “ON” will activate the headlights and tail lights. NeverNever operate the  operate the 
Mudd-Ox at night without lights.Mudd-Ox at night without lights.

6. 6. Winch Switch: Winch Switch: Controls the directino of the winch motor. The “OUT” position will unreel the cable away form the Controls the directino of the winch motor. The “OUT” position will unreel the cable away form the 
Mudd-Ox, while “IN” will reel the cable towards the Mudd-Ox.Mudd-Ox, while “IN” will reel the cable towards the Mudd-Ox.

7. 7. Bilge Pump Switch: Bilge Pump Switch: When in an emergency, if the Mudd-Ox has water in the lower body, quickly flip on the bilge When in an emergency, if the Mudd-Ox has water in the lower body, quickly flip on the bilge 
pump switch. This will immediately begin to pump water out of the vehicle. pump switch. This will immediately begin to pump water out of the vehicle. Caution:Caution: This is a feature to remove  This is a feature to remove 
small amounts of water. If the machine is completely filled, you must quickly exit quickly.small amounts of water. If the machine is completely filled, you must quickly exit quickly.

8. 8. Windshield Wiper Switch:Windshield Wiper Switch: Only applicable on Mudd-Ox’s equipped with a windshield wiper. There is both a  Only applicable on Mudd-Ox’s equipped with a windshield wiper. There is both a 
High and Low setting. High moves the blade quickly, while Low moves it slower. Select setting based on weather High and Low setting. High moves the blade quickly, while Low moves it slower. Select setting based on weather 
conditions and visibility.conditions and visibility.

9. 9. Auxiliary Switch: Auxiliary Switch: Additional switch to be used with Mudd-Ox accessories such as a powered dump bed or lights. Additional switch to be used with Mudd-Ox accessories such as a powered dump bed or lights. 
If no additional accessories have been installed, the switch will not operate anything.If no additional accessories have been installed, the switch will not operate anything.

10. 10. USB Ports: USB Ports: Under the weatherproof cover are (2) 12V USB ports. These may be used to power accessories such Under the weatherproof cover are (2) 12V USB ports. These may be used to power accessories such 
as a cell phone.as a cell phone.

11. 11. Cigarette Lighter Port:Cigarette Lighter Port: Under the weatherproof cover is a 12V cigarette light port. This may be used to power  Under the weatherproof cover is a 12V cigarette light port. This may be used to power 
accessories such as a cell phone.accessories such as a cell phone.

12. 12. Fuel Gauge:Fuel Gauge: The fuel gauge monitors the amount of fuel left in the vehicle. When traveling to remote locations,  The fuel gauge monitors the amount of fuel left in the vehicle. When traveling to remote locations, 
the vehicle should always be filled with additional fuel cans in case of emergency. Leave enough fuel to return the vehicle should always be filled with additional fuel cans in case of emergency. Leave enough fuel to return 
back to your starting location.back to your starting location.

13. 13. Hydraulic Oil Temp Gauge: Hydraulic Oil Temp Gauge: The oil gauge monitors hydraulic oil temperature, and must not exceed 180 degrees The oil gauge monitors hydraulic oil temperature, and must not exceed 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit. If the temperature exceeds 180 degrees, immediately shut off machine and let it cool down.Fahrenheit. If the temperature exceeds 180 degrees, immediately shut off machine and let it cool down.

14. 14. Push-Button Throttle: Push-Button Throttle: For easy of driving, Mudd-Ox XL is designed with a push button throttle system. Once the For easy of driving, Mudd-Ox XL is designed with a push button throttle system. Once the 
engine is started, simply press the rabbit symbol for higher RPM, and the turtle for lower RPM.engine is started, simply press the rabbit symbol for higher RPM, and the turtle for lower RPM.

15. 15. Emergency Bypass Switch: Emergency Bypass Switch: It is designed to override preliminary startup procedures to quickly start the vehi-It is designed to override preliminary startup procedures to quickly start the vehi-
cle. By holding the switch in the “ON” position, it will bypass the need for control levers to be in neutral, and will cle. By holding the switch in the “ON” position, it will bypass the need for control levers to be in neutral, and will 
bypass the parking brake. bypass the parking brake. Note:Note: this is for emergency use only. Using this switch without care could cause the  this is for emergency use only. Using this switch without care could cause the 
vehicle start and immediately move depending on operator lever location.vehicle start and immediately move depending on operator lever location.
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Drive the Mudd-Ox

Move the left and right control levers forward and backwards until you feel the neutral detent, and the neutral 
light on the dash illuminates. Make sure the parking brake is engaged, and the parking brake light on the dash is 
flashing. Make sure all persons are seated and cargo is secured for movement. Also make sure any person outside 
the machine is a safe distance away. 

Emergency Bypass
The bright red switch on the instrument panel is for emergency use only. It is designed to override preliminary 
startup procedures to quickly start the vehicle. By holding the switch in the “ON” position, it will bypass the need for 
control levers to be in neutral, and will bypass the parking brake. Once again please note this is for emergency use 
only. Using this switch without care could cause the vehicle start and immediately move depending on operator 
stick location.

Engine Startup
Insert key. Turn completely clockwise to start engine, release once started (If the engine fails to start after 5 sec-
onds, turn off the key for 5 to 30 seconds and then try again). Turn counterclockwise to shut off engine. 

Engine Throttle
For easy of driving, Mudd-Ox XL is designed with a push button throttle system. Once the engine is started, simply 
press the rabbit symbol for higher RPM, and the turtle for lower RPM. Full throttle will give you full power and 
torque. Half throttle will give you half power and torque, etc. The more you apply the throttle, the more power and 
speed you will be able to achieve. Note: It is not recommended to drive the Mudd-Ox under 2000 RPM.

Control Levers
You will use the two control levers to change direction of the machine. The left lever “A” operates the left side 
wheels/track, and the right lever “B” operates the right side wheels/track (Figure-1). Please note that smooth 
minor movements on the controls are all that is needed to drive the Mudd-Ox.

AA

Control Levers

Figure-1

BB
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Drive the Mudd-Ox Cont.

Neutral
When both levers are in neutral position, the Mudd-Ox will not move in either direction. If parked on an incline, it 
may begin to slowly creep. Always follow safety precautions as explained throughout this manual.

Forward
Pushing the control levers forward will drive the wheels/track forward. The further the levers are pushed, the 
faster the Mudd-Ox will travel. 

Reverse
In reverse, each lever will still control its respected side of the Mudd-Ox. Pulling them backwards will drive the 
wheels/tires backwards. The further the levers are pushed, the faster the Mudd-Ox will travel. 

Turning
As the XL utilizes a hydrostatic system, it can turn 360 degrees. A left turn can be achieved in numerous ways:
• Left side lever in neutral position while pushing forward on the right side lever (wide radius turn). 
• Left side lever in reverse position while pushing forward on the right side lever (360 degree turn).

The above works vice versa for completing a right side turn. Practice driving the XL in an open, safe environment 
before operation in more demanding areas.

Climbing Steep Hills
When climbing a steep in hill the Mudd-Ox, ease back on the control levers. This system is designed to provide 
maximum power and torque to prevent engine bogging or stall. If the engine continues to bog down, slowly pull the 
levers closer to neutral position until it gains power. Use precise movements.
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Figure-2

Grab Rails

Figure-1

T-Bar Grab Handle

Land Operation

Vehicle Preparation
Before operating the Mudd-Ox, complete the following vehicle preparation: 
• Complete vehicle maintenance as described throughout this manual.
• Ensure all floor boards and engine cover are secured in place to keep foreign objects out of the drivetrain.
• Place roll bar in the “up” position and verify safety bolts and clips are in place.
• Inspect fuel tank, fuel lines and fuel fill for potential leaks or spilled fuel. If there is any spilled fuel, immediately 
clean and service vehicle before further use as serious injury may occur. Use the fuel gauge located on the dash 
to ensure the fuel tank is full.

• If at any time during operation there is an unusual noise, sound or smell coming from the Mudd-Ox, inspect im-
mediately.

• Ensure the weight capacity is not overloaded, and distribute weight evenly.
• Load enough supplies to last in case of emergency.

Occupant Preparation
• If applicable, the front passenger must properly adjust the grab handle (Figure-1) by removing the pin and sliding 

the T-bar in/out. It should be close enough to reach with both hands, but not pressing against the passenger’s 
body. Verify the safety pin is secured properly reinstalled. 

• Passenger must hold onto the bar at all times. Rear passengers must locate the grab rails and hold onto them at 
all times (Figure-2). 

• All front occupants must wear seat belts, rear occupants if seat belts equipped, and all wear DOT-rated helmets.
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Land Operation Cont.

Turning Radius
It is important to always check your surroundings before turning the Mudd-Ox. Look for objects such as trees and 
rocks, changes in terrain elevation, and other people. XL is capable of turning 360 degrees within its own radius via 
counter-rotating its wheels. Never counter-rotate or sharply turn the Mudd-Ox at high speeds or on harsh terrain.

Steep Grades
Never operate the Mudd-Ox over 25 degree grades or on side slopes. Check your specific engine manual to read 
manufacturer’s recommendations on maximum grade. Do not make sudden adjustments or put the Mudd-Ox into 
a neutral position, as the vehicle can lose control and roll down the hill where severe injury or death can occur. 
When approaching or descending grades, always drive head-on to prevent upsetting the vehicle.  Maintain control 
of the vehicle. Always drive slow and gentle to prevent loss of traction.

Mud and Snow
Always survey an area before driving the Mudd-Ox into unusual terrain. On soft grounds including but not limited 
to mud and snow, remain cautious about bottoming out the vehicle. This occurs when the Mudd-Ox tires or tracks 
are no longer touching the ground, and rather the machine is resting on the lower body. Often times it is caused by 
driving into deep ruts or too deep of snow. Always look for alternative routes if you encounter these circumstances.

Winter
Mudd-Ox is capable of operating in cold climates. Check the engine manufacturer’s manual for information about 
cold weather and if applicable, preheating the engine. We recommend equipping the machine with a top and heat-
er system. Occupants must take necessary precaution as explained under Safety. It is important to never allow 
water to fill inside the lower body, as it may freeze and seize the driveline. 

Desert
Similar to cold temperatures, desert climates also require additional precaution. See Instrumentation Panel for 
information on vehicle temperatures. Never exceed the written temperatures as well as engine manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Always bring plenty of water and additional resources for all occupants. It is recommended to 
install a Cab - Canvas with the side curtains rolled up to allow for maximum shade and air flow to occupants.
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Water Operation

Drain Plugs
Located at the bottom rear of the Mudd-Ox are (2) drain plugs (A in Figure-1). Before driving into water, always 
ensure the drain plugs are tight by turning them clockwise (Figure-2). This will prevent water from leaking inside 
the machine. 

AA
Drain Plug Locations

Figure-1 Figure-3

Loose

Figure-2

Tight

Vehicle Preparation
• Complete the vehicle preparation procedures as described in Land Operation. 
• Ensure there are no punctures in the lower body. 
• See Bearings for information about inspection and servicing.
• Ensure the bilge pump works and is free of debris (Figure-4). 
• Ensure the weight capacity is not overloaded, and weight is distributed evenly. 
• Bring a paddle in case of emergency. 
• Remove plow if equipped.
• Never venture into water without a safety crew on shore.
• Keep a bucket in the vehicle for draining water.
• Equip the vehicle with a winch.
• Keep electronic devices in a floating storage unit.
• Inform others of your expected return time.
• Bring a satellite cell phone.
• Retract the passenger t-bar.

Occupant Preparation
All occupants must unlatch their safety belts before entering water, remove DOT-certified helmets, and wear flo-
tation devices. If the Mudd-Ox is equipped with Cab - Aluminum, locate the exit areas and side door latches. If the 
Mudd-Ox is equipped with Cab - Canvas, unzip the doors and roll them up. Make sure all occupants know the ve-
hicle exit locations in case of emergency. If there is an emergency, all occupants are to leave the vehicle as quickly 
as possible and get to safety

Entering Water
Mudd-Ox can only be used in calm water. Drive slow and steady. Only enter water at an angle of 10 degrees or less 
to prevent water from flowing into the Mudd-Ox. Stay near the shore. Do not operate in waters with current or 
open water such as large lakes and oceans. Only enter water if the Mudd-Ox is equipped with tires or tracks with 
swimming capabilities, or if outboard motor is installed. See outboard motor owner’s manual for information. Do 
not enter water with plow installed. Vehicle will become unbalanced and dangerous.

Figure-4
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Water Operation Cont.

Frozen Water
Check with your local DNR on instructions for inspecting ice thickness, color, temperatures and procedures for 
operating vehicles on ice. Ensure ice can hold the weight of your loaded Mudd-Ox. Be prepared in the emergency 
of breaking through the ice. If the vehicle breaks through:  Turn on bilge pump if necessary. Safely secure the winch 
to ice that will support the weight of the vehicle. Point the vehicle straight, and winch evenly up the ice. Do NOT pull 
just one side of wheels on the ice, as the vehicle may rollover. Note: We recommend to remain in the vehicle and 
wait for contacted rescue services.

Driving
Use partial throttle. Full throttle will not increase speed, only turbulence. The turning radius is greatly increased 
compared to land operation, meaning it will take more room on water to complete a turn compared to land op-
eration. Allow plenty of room to turn the vehicle around. Avoid leaning in the vehicle to prevent improper weight 
distribution.

Obstacles
Always lookout for obstacles and debris in the water. It is important to not puncture the Mudd-Ox lower tub. Locate 
and understand operation of the bilge pump (see Instrument Panel). If your vehicle is not equipped with a bilge 
pump, do so immediately.

Exiting Water
Locate hard-packed shoreline at a 10 degree angle or less. Point the Mudd-Ox straight. Slowly and gently drive the 
vehicle out of the water. Too much throttle will cause the tires to dig into the shore, and not drive the vehicle out. If 
the vehicle begins to exit at an angle, reverse and point it straight again. After exiting the water complete Post-Wa-
ter Inspection.

Post-Water Inspection
1. Locate flat ground to set the parking brake and shut off the machine. See Floor Board Removal under Access-

ing the Mudd-Ox to remove the front and rear floor boards.
2. Look inside the lower tub and inspect for any signs of water:

A. There is no water: Reinstall the floor boards. You are finished and free to continue driving.
B. There is water: Move to step #3.

3. Inspect the amount of water in the machine. If floating in water for a short time and there is approx. 1-2 cups of 
water inside the vehicle, this is normal. If floating for hours and there is more than 1-2 cups, but not an alarming 
amount, this is also normal. However, if there is significant water in the lower body after flotation, look for any 
potential holes in the lower body. See Inspection under Bearings to inspect bearing health. 

4. See Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the engine cover, then locate the bilge 
pump. It’s to the right side rear of the engine (Figure-4). Ensure there are no leaves or debris clogging the bot-
tom mesh.

5. It’s time to drain the water out. Simply turn the (2) drain plugs counterclockwise to loosen. They will hang freely 
(Figure-3).

6. As the Mudd-Ox is on flat ground, the water may not drain out the back. Reinstall the floor boards, seats and 
engine cover. Drive the vehicle on a 5% grade and set the parking brake. This will keep the front end raised, 
allowing water to drain out. Remain for approx. 1 minute.

7. Water should be completely drained. Drive the Mudd-Ox back to flat ground. Tighten the drain plugs back into 
the body.

8. See Greasing Axle Bearings under Bearings for greasing, and Lubrication under Chains for lubrication instruc-
tions.

9. If there was a significant amount of water inside the body as described in step #3, complete any necessary 
repairs.
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Winch Operation

All Mudd-Ox’s come standard with a front winch and optional rear. It is important to understand the abilities and 
limits of your winch(s). For information of your exact winch and proper use of snatch block, refer to the manufac-
turer’s specifications and owner’s manual.

Operation
Control switch: See Instrument Panel for information on operating the winch from inside the Mudd-Ox. There is 
a handheld controller that may be used from outside the vehicle which plugs into “B” in Figure-1. The controller is 
shown as “C” in Figure-2.

Free spool: On the left side of the winch there is a large, twistable knob (A in Figure-1). It engages/disengages the 
winch motor from the spool. When the motor is disengaged, it is referred as “free spooling.” This allows operators to 
grab onto the winch hook and extend the winch line without having to hold the toggle switch. Note: After extending 
the winch line to your desired length, remember to twist the knob to engage the winch motor, or else the winch 
will not operate.

Warning
• Put a weighted object over winch line. In the event of the line snapping apart, it will prevent the line from whip-

ping into the air.
• Do not attempt to move other objects with the winch. It is intended only for recovering the Mudd-Ox.
• Never operate the winch if the cable is frayed, torn, cut or if synthetic rope is beyond its lifespan.
• If the winch begins to stall, do not continue holding the operating switch. This will ruin the motor.
• Always keep at least 5 wraps of winch line on the spool to prevent the line from pulling off.
• Never let the winch line slide across bare hands. Broken strands can cause severe injury.
• Prevent winch line from kinking. If there is already a kink, unkink immediately.
• Each winch has a duty cycle. Do not overheat or overwork winch.
• Do not use winch as a tie down when transporting the Mudd-Ox.
• Ensure people are clear of winch line during operation.
• Keep debris out of line and spool.

Figure-1

Winch

Figure-2

Handheld Controller

AA
BB

CC
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Winch Operation Cont.

Recovery
1. Put the Mudd-Ox in neutral position, engage the parking brake, and turn off engine. Exit the Mudd-Ox and grab 

an adequately rated tow strap or Tree Saver. 
2. Locate a heavy object to connect the winch, for this example a tree. Wrap the strap around the base of the tree.
3. Go back to the Mudd-Ox and disengage winch to free spool. Now, with heavy duty gloves, firmly grab the winch 

hook but do not put fingers inside winch hook. Pull winch line and connect the hook to the strap. Note: Never 
wrap the winch line around an object and connect the hook to its own line. This may cause fraying of winch line 
and reduced strength.

4. Reengage the winch from free spool.
5. For additional safety, place a weighted object over the winch line such as a blanket. In the event the winch line 

snaps, it will prevent the line from whipping in the air and causing serious harm.
6. Enter the Mudd-Ox and start the engine. Always keep engine running when operating winch to prevent acceler-

ated battery drainage. Remove parking brake. 
7. Hold the momentary winch switch in the “IN” position. The winch should now be pulling the Mudd-Ox.
8. After the Mudd-Ox has been recovered: Set parking brake, remove weighted object, remove hook from strap, 

and remove strap from tree.
9. It’s time to reel in the winch line. One person must grab onto the winch hook and firmly pull it away from the 

Mudd-Ox. This keeps tension on the line to wind it back in tight. Another person must operate the winch switch. 
As the winch begins to reel the line in, the person holding the hook must slowly “aim” the line to wrap evenly 
around the winch spool. Do not aim the line in one location and allow it to kink.

10. Ensure all equipment and persons are back inside the Mudd-Ox.
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Accessing the Mudd-Ox

The Mudd-Ox was designed with ease of maintenance in mind. We understand the need for quick and painless 
access to all components of the machine. Listed on the next few pages are detailed photographs displaying the key 
components to removing large parts.

Overview of the rear chassis. Hydrostatic drivetrain under the operator’s seat.

Open engine compartment. Quickly removed parts without tools.
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Lower Seats Removal
The (3) lower seats in the Mudd-Ox are held in by industrial Vel-
cro. To remove these, simply pull up until the Velcro has sepa-
rated, and remove them from the vehicle.

Rear Seat Back Removal - Bench Style
A bench style rear seat has dedicated framework. There are two 
legs that bolt onto the Mudd-Ox frame, one per each side. To 
remove this assembly, simply remove these bolts and lift the 
bench out.

Rear Seat Back Removal - Standard Style
On the standard style rear seat, the lower cushion is hinged to 
the fuel tank.  It folds forward. Once folded out of the way, there 
is access to (2) safety pins that hold the upper seat in place. 
Simply remove these clips and pull the seat frame out.

Front Seat Back Removal
Removing the operator seat back will provide access for main-
tenance on the Mudd-Ox. Located inside the engine compart-
ment, directly behind the seat, are wing nuts. Remove these 
carefully along with the metal support bar, and be sure to not 
drop them inside the vehicle. Lastly, pull the seat away from the 
body.

Accessing the Mudd-Ox Cont.
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Front Kickboard Removal
Bolted to the front frame directly under the operator’s seat is 
an aluminum kickboard. Unbolt the (2) bolts “A” holding in the 
kickboard.

Engine Cover Installation
Placing the cover back into the Mudd-Ox is simple. On the 
floor is a channel “B” that extends across to both sides of the 
vehicle. Place the bottom of the engine cover into this channel. 
Then hook the two latches.

Engine Cover Removal
First complete Lower Seats Removal for the rears. Next, locate 
the two latches on top of the engine cover and unhook them. 
Carefully pull up on the cover and remove it from the vehicle.

Floor Board Removal
(2) metal floor boards are installed in the Mudd-Ox, one per 
each occupant area. Fitted is a grab handle to quickly pull the 
floors up and out of the machine. Note: You must first com-
plete Lower Seats Removal. When removing the front floor 
board, also remove the (2) shift knobs as shown under Front 
Kickboard Removal.

AA

BB

Accessing the Mudd-Ox Cont.
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Fuel Tank Access - Standard
Standard Mudd-Ox’s are fitted with a covered fuel tank. There 
are (4) bolts holding on a plate. Simply unbolt and lift plate off.

L-Bracket
Under the lower operator seat is an L-bracket “C”. This sup-
ports the seat, and can be removed for gaining access to 
components. There are bolts on each side as well as brackets 
to hold the parking brake cables.

Fuel Tank Access - Rear Seat
With optional Rear Seat - Standard, the lower seat is mounted 
on a hinge. Reach to the back of the seat, and pull it forward to 
rotate the hinge. This will expose the fuel tank.

Drain Plugs Access
Located at the rear of the Mudd-Ox, near the bottom of the low-
er tub, are (2) drain plugs. (1) is installed per side of the machine. 
Twist the plugs counterclockwise to loosen, clockwise to tight-
en. Each plug is designed to unscrew from the lower tub, and 
will dangle rather than pull completely out.

Accessing the Mudd-Ox Cont.

CC
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MAINTENANCE MANUAL
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Maintenance Preface

Take Care of your Mudd-Ox!
Here at Mudd-Ox, we regularly work with used machines - whether it be for maintenance services or customers 
trading in for newer models. After over 10 years in business, you could say we have “seen it all.” Mudd-Ox’s have 
returned to our factory with 500 hours on the clock that look and drive like a new vehicle, and those with 50 hours 
that need a complete overhaul. The longevity and useful life of your Mudd-Ox is dependent on its maintenance and 
care.

We Make it Easy
Although this manual may appear daunting with page after page of lengthy information, it’s only simple steps put 
into great detail. This is to ensure you have a strong understanding the components used in this vehicle. Our ma-
chines are designed around easy maintenance, as just like you, we don’t find the fun in contorting our arms to reach 
a certain component or working late nights in the shop.

Results of Poor Maintenance History
• Premature wear and rust on major components.
• Likeliness of “breaking down” significantly increases.
• Simple maintenance turns into major repair, thus requires more time and money. 
• Value of the Mudd-Ox is reduced.

Most Common Mistakes
1. Perhaps the top “killer” of drivetrain components is the most preventable - improper storage. Mudd-Ox is an 

amphibious vehicle. It’s made to keep water out, but it will also keep water in. Letting your Mudd-Ox sit outside, 
uncovered, with the drain plugs installed will allow rainwater to fill the inside body. Chains, bearings, metal com-
ponents, etc. are now sitting underwater and quickly deteriorating.

2. Bad driving habits put unnecessary stress on the Mudd-Ox. Everything from not letting the engine warm up to 
violently moving the control levers will not only create a poor driving experience, but can damage the machine 
itself.

3. Not performing even the most basic maintenance will prematurely wear multiple components. For example: A 
bearing without grease becomes worn and wobbly, making the entire axle assembly wobble, now causing pre-
mature wear on the tire, chains, and chain adjusters.

4. Ignoring unusual noises. If your Mudd-Ox starts to make abnormal sounds, immediately stop when safe to do so 
and inspect. Having no mechanical sympathy for the machine and continuing to drive may turn a simple repair 
into a very costly one. For example: An unadjusted chain that’s “popping” can become broken, wrap around the 
axle, and immobilize the vehicle.

5. Improper tire circumferences when equipped with tracks. Allowing tire circumferences to vary in size can cause 
the Mudd-Ox to “wander” in certain directions, or even allow the tracks to come off.
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Maintenance Schedule

The following items are only a general guideline for maintaining your Mudd-Ox Vengeance. Read this entire manual 
for detained information on inspecting, maintaining and replacing components. 

• Axle Bearings: Grease every 25 hours or after each use in water/mud, whichever comes first.
• Chain Lubrication: Inspect before each use. Lubricate after entering mud, water, or after raining/washing in-

side the Mudd-Ox. Keeping chains lubricated enables them to move smoothly, prevents rust and premature 
wear. Simply spray lubricant over entire chain surface area

• Engine: See specific engine service manual.
• Hydraulic Fluid: Initial filter change after 500 hours. Then, full oil change every 3,000 hours.
• Tires: Verify pressures before each use.

Listed are the oil capacities for the Mudd-Ox XL. See specific engine service manual for details on your specific 
engine model. Always ensure the vehicle is correctly prepared and the fluid levels are within tolerance before 
each use.

Reservoir Quantity Type
Engine Coolant 2.25 gallons 50/50 Glycol Antifreeze/Water

Engine Oil 6.34 quarts See Engine Manual
12 gallons standard

10.5 gallons w/ rear roll bar
3.5-4 gallons oil tank

5 gallons entire system
AW-46

GasolineFuel Tank

Hydraulic Oil
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U.S. Recommended Bolt Torque Table
 
Size

 Recommended Torque
   Grade 2 Grade 5 Grade 8 18-8 S/S Bronze Brass
  Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse Fine
* #4 - - - - - - 5.2 - 4.8 - 4.3 -
* #6 - - - - - - 9.6 - 8.9 - 7.9 -
* #8 - - - - - - 19.8 - 18.4 - 16.2 -
* #10 - - - - - - 22.8 31.7 21.2 29.3 18.6 25.9
 1/4 4 4.7 6.3 7.3 9 10 6.3 7.8 5.7 7.3 5.1 6.4
 5/16 8 9 13 14 18 20 11 11.8 10.3 10.9 8.9 9.7
 3/8 15 17 23 26 33 37 20 22 18 20 16 18
 7/16 24 27 37 41 52 58 31 33 29 31 26 27
 1/2 37 41 57 64 80 90 43 45 40 42 35 37
 9/16 53 59 82 91 115 129 57 63 53 58 47 51
 5/8 73 83 112 128 159 180 93 104 86 96 76 85
 3/4 125 138 200 223 282 315 128 124 104 102 118 115
 7/8 129 144 322 355 454 501 194 193 178 178 159 158
** 1 188 210 483 541 682 764 287 289 265 240 235 212
 * Sizes from 4 to 10 are in in.-lbs.
 Sizes from 1/4 up are in ft.-lbs.
** Fine thread figures are for 1-14.
 Grade 2, 5, and 8 values are for plated bolts.

Fastener Torque Specifications

Chassis Specific
Wheel lug nuts: Torque to 140 ft. lbs.
Axle hub nuts: Torque to 800 ft. lbs.

Imperial

Metric
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Axles

Axles are the solid shaft that attach directly to the wheel. Each one is held in place with bearings, which attach 
directly to the frame. Powering the axles are a series of chains.

Inspection
There are (4) important factors to inspect in the axle:
1. Check for any bends in the axle. This could be caused by hitting an object, and/or putting excessive stress on the 

Mudd-Ox such as improper track installation. To check for bends, you may either:
A. Safely raise the entire Mudd-Ox using the wooden block method (See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack 

Points). Put in a neutral position with parking brake disengaged. Spin the tires by hand and check for uneven 
rotation or wobbling.

B. One individual should drive the Mudd-Ox while another watches from a safe distance. If the wheels appear to 
be wobbling and/or the vehicle is bouncing on flat ground, there is most likely a bent axle.

2. Carefully look for any signs of cracks or hairline cracks.
3. With the wheel removed (see Wheel Removal under Tires/Wheels), ensure the hub assembly is in healthy 

condition. The hub nut should be tight, lug nuts tight, and the hub itself should not have any slop in any direction. 
“A” is the hub nut, “B” is a lug nut, and “C” is the hub in Figure-1.

4. Verify the bearing box itself is not bent or twisted (D in Figure-1).

Figure-1

Axle Assembly

BB

AA

CC

Removal
Typically, an axle itself does not need replaced, but is removed when replacing other components. If any compo-
nent of the axle assembly, chain sprocket, or bearing need replaced, the axle must be removed.

Note: If removing all axles at once, extra caution must be taken. As the Mudd-Ox body is made of plastic, it can grow 
and shrink with temperature change - causing the frame to shift inside the body. After removing each axle, reinstall 
the bearing flange bolts on the outside body.  This method will keep the body and frame paired. See Figure-2.

DD

Figure-2

Install Bolts into Holes
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Axles Cont.

The following images show an XL with: optional Grease Zerk Relocation Convenience Kit and optional Wheel 
Extensions. It is fully assembled in all images.

1. See Removal under Chains to remove the respected chain(s). 
2. See Raising the Mudd-Ox  under Jack Points to raise the vehicle using the wooden block method.
3. See Wheel Removal under Tires/Wheels to remove the wheel and wheel extension if installed.
4. Each axle on the Mudd-Ox has spacers that keep the sprockets aligned (E in Figure-3). There may also be small 

shims alongside the spacers. Spacer lengths and shims vary throughout the vehicle. It’s best to document this 
setup for reference during reinstallation. Recommended options are: labeling each one, measuring and writing 
down, or even taking detailed photos.

6. For each bearing on the assembly, there are (2) set screws each that must be loosened with a 5/32” Allen 
wrench. (4-6) in total depending on installed options (G in Figure-6, 7, 8).

Figure-5

Pry Bar

Figure-4

Axle End Bolt

Figure-7

Outer Bearing

Figure-6

Inner Bearing

Figure-8

Optional Bearing Extension

FF

GG GG GG

5. Now remove the bolt at the end of the axle, which is inside the Mudd-Ox body. One mechanic should hold the 
3/4” wrench on this bolt (F in Figure-4), while another spins the axle counter-clockwise to loosen it. Note: This 
will take significant force. Place a pry bar between the lug studs and use it as a lever (Figure-5).

Figure-3

Axle Spacing

EE
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8. Next are the (2-3) sets of bearing flange assemblies, one inner and two outer if equipped with the optional 
Bearing Extension Kit. 
A. If the Mudd-Ox is not equipped with relocated grease zerks: Move to step #9.
B. If the Mudd-Ox is equipped with relocated grease zerks:  There will be (1) inner grease hose and (1-2) outers. 

To remove, simply push on part “I” in Figure-10 into the elbow, “J”, to release grip on the hose “K”. Then pull 
out the hose. If applicable, remove the bolt on the outer bearing box (L in Figure-11).

Axles Cont.

7. For each sprocket on the assembly, there are also (2) set screws each that must be loosened with a 3/16” Allen 
wrench. (2-4) in total depending on the number of sprockets on the axle (H in Figure-9).

Figure-9

Sprocket Allen Screws

HH

Figure-11

Hose Bracket

Figure-10

Grease Hose

II LL

9. The last remaining bolts are on the bearing flanges themselves. There are (3) bolts on the inner flange assembly 
and (4) bolts per outer flange assembly. Use a 9/16” wrench or socket to remove the inner bolts (M in Figure-12) 
and 3/4” for outer bolts (N in Figure-13, 14).

Figure-13

Outer Bearing

Figure-12

Inner Bearing Flange

Figure-14

Optional Bearing Extension

MM
NN

NN

JJ

KK
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Axles Cont.

10. At this point the axle assembly is free for removal, although may require significant force:
A. If the axle pulls out freely: Move on to Reassembly below.
B. If the axle will not pull out: Go to step #11.

11. The axle may not remove easily if there is surface rust or damaged components. It is recommended to use (2) 
porta power hydraulic rams to push the axle out of the frame (O in Figure-15). Place one end of the ram behind 
the axle hub (Figure-17), and the other on the Mudd-Ox body near the bearing flange. This location is up against 
the frame for maximum support (Figure-16).

12. See Figure-2 about reinstalling flange bolts.

Note: Use a piece of wood between the hydraulic ram and the Mudd-Ox body to prevent damaging the plastic. Op-
erating both rams will require (2) mechanics. Reference the hydraulic ram’s operation manual for safe and proper 
usage.

Figure-16

Align Straight

Figure-15

Dual Porta Powers

Figure-17

Hook to the axle hub

Reassembly
1. Completely clean each removed part, especially the keyway in the axle shaft (P in Figure-18). Any rust or debris 

can prevent a smooth reassembly. If there is any paint on the axle shaft, strip it down to bare metal with a wire 
brush. Figure-18

Axle Keyway

2. Inspect each part for wear and damage. Most notably the keys that align sprockets to the axle shaft (Q in Fig-
ure-19). Over time the keys and keyways in the sprockets/axle may wear and become sloppy.

OO

PP

Figure-19

Key

QQ
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Axles Cont.

3. Even if the bearings appear to be in good condition, we recommend to always replace them while the axle 
assembly is apart due to water and mud exposure. There may be a grease cap that needs removed (R in Fig-
ure-20). Simply use a pair of pliers to pull it out. The bearing on the left has the grease cap, while on the right it 
is removed.

4. It’s time to install the (3) pieces to the inner bearing system. First is the inner flange (S in Figure-21, 22), then 
bearing, then flange with a grease zerk fitting, T. Notes:

• Clock the bearing flanges so the grease zerk fitting is pointing upwards, allowing easy access for maintenance, 
or if applicable to connect the Relocation Kit hose.

• As the bearing can be accidently installed in the wrong direction, ensure that the set screws are facing the 
inside of the vehicle. They should not be under the frame rail lip (Figure-12).

• Only hand tighten the bearing flange bolts. If they are too tight, the bearing cannot move to line up with the axle 
in later assembly. 

Figure-20

Grease Cap Removal

RR

Figure-22

Assembled

Figure-21

Flanges

TT SS

TT

SS

5. Completely clean the outside lower body where the flange bolts into the frame (Figure-23). 
6. Use 100% high performance silicone to create a waterproof seal on the outside mounting location of the body. 

Spread silicone around each bolt hole, and the center axle hole (Figure-24). Note: After the silicone is applied, 
time is sensitive. Do not rush the process, but steadily continue until reassembly is completed.

Figure-24

Waterproof Seal

Figure-23

Outer Body
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Axles Cont.

7. Repeat step #4 for the outer bearing systems. Outer bearings must be installed so the set screws are facing 
away from the vehicle, opposite of the inner bearing. The bearing system closest to the body goes inside the 
bearing box, while the outer bearing system goes on the inside (Figure-1).

8. Now all of the bearings are loosely assembled onto the Mudd-Ox. Begin to slide the axle into the outer assem-
blies. Once it reaches the inside of the tub, begin to reassemble all axle spacers, sprockets, and sprocket keys 
in the same order in which they were removed. Continue to push the axle inwards while assembling. Note: Be 
aware of hand positions and prevent injury.

9. Ensure the axle is completely through all bearing assemblies. Reverse Removal step #9 to tighten all bearing 
flange bolts.

10. Next are the grease zerks:
A. If the Mudd-Ox is not equipped with relocated grease zerks: Move to step #11.
B. If the Mudd-Ox is equipped with relocated grease zerks:  Reverse Removal step #8 B.

11. Reverse Removal step #5 to reinstall the axle end bolt. Note: Do not overtighten the bolt as it can break inside 
the axle, causing the need to remove entire assembly again to repair.

12. Reverse Removal step #6 to tighten all bearing set screws.
13. Reverse Removal step #7 to tighten all sprocket set screws.
14. See Greasing Axle Bearings under Bearings to grease the new bearings.
15. See Installation under Chains to reinstall the chain(s).
16. See Wheel Installation under Tires/Wheels to reinstall the wheel.
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Bearings

Throughout the Mudd-Ox are bearings which enables parts to rotate. It’s extremely important to maintain bear-
ings, as replacement is a time consuming and expensive process. Grease bearings every 25 hours or after enter-
ing mud or water, whichever comes first. Only use marine wheel bearing grease.

Signs of Worn Bearings
• Water leaks inside the Mudd-Ox around the outer axle bearings.
• Control and shift lever assemblies wobble in all directions.
• The axle and wheel assembly wobbles in all directions.
• Drivetrain is put into a bind, making a “popping” sound.
• Sprockets and chains have uneven wear.

Inspection
See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points to raise the vehicle using the wooden block method. To check axle 
bearings, simply grab a wheel and firmly attempt to wobble it in all directions. If the entire axle assembly has any 
slop or movement, at least (1) axle bearing is worn. As it is difficult to determine exactly which bearing is faulty, 
we recommend replacing all bearings on the axle assembly while it’s being serviced. See Removal under Axles 
replacement.

Figure-1

Check for Slop

Bearing Quantities
For each axle, there is (1) inner bearing and (2) outer bearings. Total (24) axle bearings, with (8) being inside the 
Mudd-Ox lower body and (16) being outside.

Grease Zerk Configurations
XL may have various grease zerk setups:

A. Standard zerks: The grease zerk for each bearing is located right on its flange. You must reach each individual 
bearing to perform maintenance (Figure-2).

B. With optional Grease Zerk Relocation Convenience Kit: All axle bearing grease zerks are rerouted to centralized 
locations. This makes greasing much faster and easier (Figure-3).

Figure-2

Standard Zerk

Figure-3

Optional Relocated Zerk
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Bearings Cont.

Grease Zerk Locations
As outlined under Axle Configurations and Grease Zerk Configurations, there are (2) possible setups for XL. Be-
low is a description and reference to accompanying diagram for reference under Greasing Axle Bearings.

1. Standard zerks: Figure-9.
2. Optional relocated zerks: Figure-10.

Greasing Bearings - Standard
1. See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove all floor boards, lower seats and engine cover.
2. See Wheel Removal under Tires/Wheels to gain access to the outer axle bearings.
2. Locate each bearing as shown in Figure-9.
3. For each bearing, there is a grease zerk on the bearing flange itself.  Connect the grease gun onto the fitting as 

shown in Figure-5. Slowly pump grease into the bearing flange. Once it begins to seep out of the flange/block, 
immediately stop. Note: It can seep out of either side of the bearing. If the grease is only seeping around the 
grease gun tip, the tip is not fully connected to the grease fitting.

4. See Wheel Installation under Tires/Wheels. 
5. See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to reinstall floor boards, seats and engine cover if removed.

Figure-4 Figure-5

Greasing Bearings - Zerk Relocated
1. See Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox. Locate the (3) grease zerk relocation blocks. There 

are (2) on the outside rear of the Mudd-Ox (Figure-6) and (1) on the right side engine compartment (Figure-7).
2. On each grease block is a row of grease zerks. Connect the grease gun onto the top fitting as shown in Figure-8. 

Slowly pump grease into the fitting. Pump approximately 3-5 times.
3. After greasing the top zerk, proceed to the next one down and repeat step #2. Do this until all zerks on all (3) 

blocks have been adequately greased.

Figure-6

Outer Blocks

Figure-7

Inner Block

Figure-8 

Grease Gun Connected

Standard Zerk Grease Gun Connected
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Figure-9: Standard XL Axle Bearings
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Figure-10: Relocated Zerks on XL
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Figure-1

Sprocket

Chains

There are (3) major components to a chain system: tensioners, sprockets and the chains themselves. Each part 
should be inspected for condition. Even if the chains are adjusted, worn components can cause improper driving 
characteristics and possible damage.

Signs of Worn Chain Adjustment and/or Components
• When driving, there is a “popping” or “binding” noise especially when turning.
• Chain is rusty or seized, and does not move freely.
• Chain appears to be rubbing the body and/or frame components.
• Chain is “skipping” across the sprocket teeth rather than engaging.
• Chain slack is more than 1/4” (see Inspecting Slack).
• Worn bearings can also cause chain noises due to wobbling axles (see Bearings).

Sprocket Inspection
Each sprocket has teeth around its radius. When the chain moves, it spins the sprocket and thus turns the axle. If 
the teeth are broken, short, skinny or rounded, the sprocket needs replaced. If the sprocket can significantly wob-
ble on the axle, the axle and sprocket should be replaced. See Removal under Axles.

Tensioner Style “A” Inspection
This tensioner is a contained, unserviceable unit. There is a single sprocket that spins on bearings. Ensure the 
sprocket teeth are in healthy condition. Then, grab the sprocket and attempt to wiggle it in all directions. If there 
is significant movement, the bearings are worn out and the tensioner needs replaced. Note: When replacing the 
tensioner, ensure it is reinstalled in the same orientation as removed.

Figure-2

Tensioner A
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Locations
Chains: Shown as solid lines in Figure-6.
Chain tensioners: There are (2) different styles, notated by A and B in Figure-6.

A1A1

A2A2

B1B1

B2B2

B3B3

B4B4

Figure-6

Chains Cont.

Tensioner Style “B” InspectionTensioner Style “B” Inspection
Plastic pad: The tensioner pad is made of plastic (A in Figure-3). As the chain moves across this pad, it will wear in a 
pattern over time. A good tensioner pad should have at least 1/8” of material at its shallowest point.  Bad pads may 
be: broken in multiple pieces, worn down to metal, and/or a metallic noise is present while the vehicle is in motion. 

If the pads are worn, simply use a 1/8” Allen and 7/16” wrench to remove the pads (Figure-4, 5). When installing 
new pads, use new nyloc nuts and moderately tighten. Too tight will cause the Allen bolt to pull through the pad. 
Note: It is possible to remove this pad with the chain on, but is easier when removed. Figure-4, 5 show the style 
tensioner with chain removed.

Lubricating the tensioner: Inside the tensioner itself is a worm gear (B in Figure-5). This should be lubricated to 
ensure smooth chain adjustment, and prevent seizing of the adjuster. Use sprayable white lithium grease to cover 
the worm gear. If the worn gear is not visible, you must turn the adjusting nut until the L-shaped bracket is out of 
the way. See Adjustment for instructions.

Figure-3

Bolt Removal

Figure-4

Pad Removed

Figure-5

Worm Gear

AA BB
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Chains Cont.

Lubrication
Inspect all chains to see if they are properly lubricated before each use. If they are not, do so immediately. Also lu-
bricate after entering mud, water, or after raining/washing inside the Mudd-Ox. Keeping chains lubricated enables 
them to move smoothly, prevents rust and premature wear. Simply spray lubricant over entire chain surface area.

Always keep the chain wells inside the lower body clean, dry and lubed. There should never be debris such as dirt, 
mud, sticks or any other foreign objects. Cleanliness and care will ensure longevity.

1. See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove lower seats, engine cover and floor boards.
2. Ensure the lower chain wells are dry and free of any debris or foreign objects.
3. Use roller chain lubricant. Completely cover the visible sections of all chains with the lubricant.
4. Next is to rotate the chains so that non-visible areas become visible, and lubrication can be achieved. As the XL 

is hydrostatic, step #1 must be reversed. Then, drive the vehicle a few feet forward. This will rotate the chains.
5. Repeat steps #1-4 until chains are completely lubricated.
6. Reinstall floor boards, engine cover and lower seats.

Figure-7

Lubrication
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Inspecting Slack
Chain “slack” is the term for the amount of looseness a chain has. Chain “section” is the area of a chain between 2 
sprockets shown as “C” in Figure-8. A common mistake occurs when the Mudd-Ox is on the ground, and mechanics 
simply wiggle one section of chain to check its slack. This will not provide an accurate reading, as slack occurs in 
multiple sections. The following measurements are approximations of total slack for each chain:

Front set (1 per each side): 1/4”
Rear sets (2 per each side): 1/2”

1. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points. Although the parking brake is set, the wheels will be able to freely 
rotate a few degrees. Because of this, slack is no longer in multiple sections of the chain - and can be inspected 
in a single section.

2. Locate the chain you wish to inspect. Remove floor board, engine cover and/or seats as necessary.
3. This example will utilize the rearmost right side chain. You may now wiggle the chain up/down and measure 

how much slack is present (Figure-10). If they are not the desired measurement, proceed to Adjustment. Note: 
Chains can be sharp and potentially harmful. We recommend wearing protective gloves.

4. Repeat above steps for remaining chains.

Figure-8

Slack Locations

Figure-9

Rear Chain

Figure-10

Inspecting Slack

CC

CC
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Adjustment
1. Complete Inspecting Slack and keep the Mudd-Ox raised.
2. Locate all the chain tensioners as shown in Figure-6. Although the rear tensioners (B) look different than the 

fronts (A) they adjust in a similar manner. For the (A) tensioners you will need a 3/4” wrench and (B) a 1-1/8” 
wrench. It is preferred to also have these respected sizes on a ratcheting socket for quick adjustment, although 
not necessary.

3. The chain tensioner has two nuts. In Figure-11, “E” is the lower is a jam nut and “D” adjusts the tensioner up/
down. Loosen the jam nut.

Figure-11

Figure-13

Turn upper adjustment nut

4. Now you can adjust the chains (Figure-13).
A.  More slack than desired: The chains are too loose, so turn the top tensioner nut clockwise.
B.  Less slack desired: The chains are too tight, so turn the top tensioner nut counterclockwise.

5. After the adjustment, check for slack again. 
A.  Slack is not desired: Repeat step #4.
B.  Slack is desired: Move to step #6.

6. Once adequate tension is achieved, tighten the jam nut. Repeat steps #3-5 above for remaining chains. Note: If 
the chain adjuster is at its maximum level of adjustment and the chain is still too loose, it’s time to replace the 
chain. See Removal.

7. Safely lower the Mudd-Ox and reinstall any floor boards, seats and engine cover if removed.

Figure-12

DD

EE

Tensioner Loosen lower jam nut
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Removal
It is necessary to replace a chain if it is: rusty, seized, or so far the adjuster is unable to tension it any further as 
shown in Adjustment. 

1. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points using the wooden block method.
2. See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove any floor board, engine cover and/or seat over the worn chain.
3. Each chain is held together with a master link, which mates the two ends of a chain together. There are (2) 

different styles of master links: clip style and cotter pin style (Figure-14 and 15 respectively). It must be easily 
visible, and reachable, to remove from the chain. 
A. Master link is visible: Move to step #4.
B. Maser link is not visible: Put the Vengeance into neutral position, and remove the parking brake. Carefully 

turn the tires by hand until the master link is visible.

FF

HH

4. Next it’s time to loosen the chain adjuster. This will remove tension on the chain, making removal and reinstalla-
tion easier. Reverse steps #2-4 in Adjustment. Note: It’s best to adjust the tensioner as loose as possible, as the 
new chain will be difficult to install if there is any tension.

5. With the master link visible and tensioner loose, it’s time to remove the master link:
A. If clip style: Use a flat screwdriver to press against the open end of the master clip. Lightly hit the end of the 

screwdriver with a small hammer. This will cause the master clip to pop off the chain (H in Figure-16).
B. If cotter pin style: Use a pair of pliers to remove the (2) cotter pins (I in Figure-16).

6. Remove the master link assembly by pushing it out of the chain.
7. Now the chain ends should be separated. Carefully remove from the Mudd-Ox. Do not put your fingers between 

the chain and axle sprockets. Serious injury can occur.

GG

Figure-15

Cotter Pin Style

II

Figure-16

Master Links

Figure-14

Clip Style
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Replacement Mistakes
When preparing new chain, it’s common for mechanics to make a couple mistakes:
• Purchasing a roll of the cheapest chain on the market: Often times this is poor quality chain. It will be weaker, 

stretch quickly, and need replaced far more frequently than high quality chain.
• Not measuring the chain length properly: With the chain removed and laid out across the floor, mechanics un-

wrap the new roll of chain alongside it. They cut the new chain at the same length as the old one. This is incorrect, 
as the old chain has stretched out and is too long. Mechanics must count each individual link on the old chain and 
cut new chain at the same quantity of links

To maintain high quality and longevity, we recommend purchasing new chains from your authorized Mudd-Ox 
dealer.

Installation
1. The Mudd-Ox should still be raised with the old chain removed as described in Removal.
2. Gently set the new chain inside the Mudd-Ox. Use one hand to guide the open end around the sprockets, while 

the other hand feeds the chain along. Note: Always be cautious and wear gloves. Never put fingers between the 
sprockets and chain, as severe injury can occur.

3. Continue until the chain is wrapped around all its respected sprockets. Ensure the open ends meet together in 
an accessible position to make installing the master link easy. For example, the chain’s top section with plenty 
of room for tools.

4. Now the open ends are close to each other, but they may not reach far enough to meet. Use a pair of narrow vice 
grips to pull the ends together (Figure-17, 18).

Figure-18

Connected Chain

5. It’s time to install the master link. Slide the link through the first row of chains (J in Figure-19). Then, install (2) 
spacers (K in Figure-20). Now slide the link through the second row of chains.

Figure-17

Vise Grips

Figure-20

Middle Spacers

Figure-19

Double Link

JJ

KK
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Figure-21

Completely Through

Figure-22

End Spacer

Figure-23

Master Link Installed

Chains Cont.

6. At this point the link should be completely through, connecting all parts of the chain (Figure-21). Install the spac-
er on the end of the link (L in Figure-22).

7. To finalize the master link:
A. If clip style: Clips are directional, thus should be installed with the open end facing away from the main di-

rection of travel. This is to prevent the chance of debris inside the vehicle from hitting the master link while 
in motion, and knocking it off. Use a flat head screw driver with small hammer to snap the clip into place 
(Figure-14).

B. If cotter pin style: Insert the first cotter pin, then bend it as shown in Figure-23. Repeat for the second cotter 
pin.

8. Remove the vise grips.

9. The chain is now completely installed, however is unadjusted. See Adjustment.
10. See Lubrication to lubricate the chain.
11. Safely lower the Mudd-Ox and reinstall any floor boards, seats and engine cover if removed.

LL
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Electrical

Part 1: Battery

Mudd-Ox operates on 12V of power. Ensure the battery is fully charged before diagnosis.

Signs of Battery Issues
• Certain components do not work.
• Starter cranks over very slowly, or not at all.
• Battery does not hold its charge very long, or will not charge at all.
• Sparks and/or smoke occur near the battery terminals.

Battery Inspection
Located on the left side engine compartment is the battery (A in Figure-1). Its tie down mount should be firmly 
secured to prevent movement. The battery terminals should not have any corrosion. They must be firmly secured 
to the battery, as any looseness can create poor electrical connection. On the dash instrumentation is a volt meter. 
A non-running engine will show approx. 12.7 Volts, while a running engine should show approx. 13.8 Volts. If engine 
voltage is severely below 12.7, it may be necessary to charge the battery and immediately diagnosis if the battery or 
charging system is faulty. If alternator outputs significantly over 13.8 volts, diagnose charging system immediately 
to prevent over charging of battery.

Battery Removal
Before diagnosing any electrical components, fuses or relays, first the battery must be removed.

1. See Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the front lower operator seat.
2. The battery is now visible (Figure-2). There are (2) wiring terminals, a positive (+) and negative (-) which are 

clearly labeled on the battery itself. Always disconnect the negative terminal first when disconnecting a battery. 
Do this by loosening the battery terminal with a wrench. Note: Never allow the wrench, or any other metals 
touch both terminals at the same time. This will cause dangerous battery shortage. (Figure-3). 

3. Lift the wiring up to remove off the terminal, and place it away from the battery (Figure-4).
4. Next remove the positive (+) terminal, and place it away from the battery.

Figure-1

Battery Location

Figure-2

Battery

Figure-3

Ground (-) Removed

Figure-4

Lift and place away from battery

AA
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5. Remove the (2) nuts “B” and battery tie down “C” in Figure-5.
6. Lift the battery out of the Mudd-Ox. Note: Never link the battery terminals together as it will short out, causing 

severe injury to persons and components. Do not set battery upside down, or place anything on top of it, as it 
can also short the terminals out.

Figure-5

Battery Tie Down

CCBB

Battery Installation
Installing the battery is simply the reversal of battery removal. When installing, always connect the positive (+) 
terminal first and ground (-) last.

Part 2: Electrical Safety Systems

Fuse
All fuses on the Mudd-Ox (D in Figure-6) are place inside yellow weatherproof caps. Remove the cap to gain access 
to the fuse. At the top of each fuse is a number. This dictates the number of amps it is rated for. Always replace a 
fuse with the same amp rating. It can be installed facing either direction.

Figure-6

Fuse

Figure-7

Relay

Relay
Pictured is a relay removed from its mount (E in Figure-7). Each relay has terminals extending from the bottom 
which dictate the direction it is installed on the Mudd-Ox. It will only install facing a specific direction. Always 
replace a relay with the same amp rating.

DD

EE
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Causes of a Blown Fuse
• Wire damaged including but not limited to: pinched, cut apart, melted, frayed, worn insulation (Figure-8).
• Components gone bad, causing electrical shortage or excessive amp draw.
• Overworking electrical system, causing excessive amp draw.
• Corrosion caused by excessive moisture.
• Wire pulled out of terminal (Figure-9).
• Loose wire connections (Figure-10).

Identifying a Bad Relay or Sensor
Unlike fuses, there is no visible way to check if a relay or sensor is bad. It also requires extensive electrical knowl-
edge and use of a multimeter. 

Identifying a Blown Fuse
In the event an electrical component on the Mudd-Ox is no longer working, it may be the result of a blown fuse 
or bad relay. Locate the specific fuse controlling the component that is non-operational. On most occasions, it is 
possible to simply remove the fuse and identify if it is blown. On the inside of a fuse is a small metal strand (F in 
Figure-11). If it is broken and/or the fuse is discolored, it is blown (Figure-12). If the strand appears whole, it may 
not be blown, or the strand is broken in an area not visible to the human eye. Further testing requires extensive 
electrical knowledge and use of a multimeter. 

Figure-8

Frayed

Figure-9

Pulled out of terminal

Figure-10

Loose Connection

Figure-11

Good Fuse

Figure-12

Blown Fuse

FF FF
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Electrical Diagnostic Steps
1. See Battery Removal steps #1-4 to disconnect the battery.    
2. Locate the specific fuse or relay controlling the component that is non-operational.
3. Remove fuse or relay and verify if functional. Note: In remote locations where it’s not possible to check for a bad 

relay or blown fuse with multimeter, simply replace the fuse or relay. 
A. If functional: Move to step #4.
B. If not functional: Move to step #5.

4. With the newly replaced fuse or relay, attempt to use the previously non-operational component. 
A. If functional: You are finished. The system was most likely overworking and pulled too many amps which blew 

the fuse, or the fuse/relay simply went bad.  
B. If not functional: Move to step #5.

5. Trace all the wires connected to the fuse or relay, and component that is non-operational. A wire may be pinched, 
cut apart, pulled out of a connector, insulation worn through, or even a loose connection. If this is the case, fix 
immediately. Replace the corresponding fuse. Note: When replacing wire, always maintain Mudd-Ox specifica-
tions. Do not change gauge of wire, install additional connectors, or change routing of wire. If this solution did not 
fix the problem, move to next step.

6. If wires appear to be in good condition, the non-operational component itself may need replaced. Replace it 
along with any fuse or relay.

7. Reverse Battery Removal steps #1-4 to reconnect the battery.    

Locations
Following pages show each fuse, relay, sensor and contactor location visualized for the Mudd-Ox chassis. Engine 
electrical systems are explained in the engine owner’s manual.
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Number Amp Rating Wire Color Function
1 * Pink/Black Aux
2 * Pink/Black Aux
3 * Brown Aux
4 * Grey Aux
5 3 Yellow/Black Dome Light
6 7.5 Brown/White Bilge Pump
7 30 Black/Blue 12V Power
8 5 Red/Purple Winch Contactor

Number Amp Rating Wire Color Function
1 3 Blue/Red USB
2 **10 Yellow/Blue Forward/Reverse
3 **10 Pink/Blue High/Low
4 * Pink/Black Aux
5 7.5 Yellow/Red Wiper
6 30 Red/White Dash Keyed Power
7 10 Purple Heater
8 10 Green/Black Headlight/Tail Light

Fuse Block Upper

Fuse Block Lower

Number Relay Function Fuse Function Fuse Amp
1 Fuse Box Lower Fuse Box Lower 30
2 Fuse Box Upper Fuse Box Upper 30
3 Fan Left Fan Left 30
4 Fan Right Fan Right 30
5 Neutral Switch N/A N/A
6 Brake Switch N/A N/A

Inline Relay & Fuse Block

GG

HH

JJ
This individual fuse “D” is part of the Kubota engine har-
ness. The engine also has a fuse block on top.

Electrical Cont.

Number Amp Rating Wire Color Function
1 * Pink/Black Aux
2 * Pink/Black Aux
3 * Brown Aux
4 * Grey Aux
5 3 Yellow/Black Dome Light
6 7.5 Brown/White Bilge Pump
7 30 Black/Blue 12V Power
8 5 Red/Purple Winch Contactor

Number Amp Rating Wire Color Function
1 3 Blue/Red USB
2 **10 Yellow/Blue Forward/Reverse
3 **10 Pink/Blue High/Low
4 * Pink/Black Aux
5 7.5 Yellow/Red Wiper
6 30 Red/White Dash Keyed Power
7 10 Purple Heater
8 10 Green/Black Headlight/Tail Light

Fuse Block Upper

Fuse Block Lower

*Aux are used in conjunction with additional accessories that vary in amperage. Always replace fuses with the 
same amp rating. If no accessory is installed, Aux will be left empty.
**Fuses only installed when equiped with a Steering Wheel. A standard Mudd-Ox will have no fuses or wiring to 
these places.

II
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Relay and Fuse Location 1
Located inside the engine compartment, next to the left side roll 
bar, is a set of relays and accompaning fuses. Their respected 
diagrams are on the previous page.

Location 4
On top of the Kubota engine is the engine manufacturer’s fuse 
and relay box. See engine service manual for detailed informa-
tion.

Fuse & Relay Location 3 *Accessories Only
If the vehicle is equipped with accessories that require electric 
power, there may be a fuse panel installed on the left side roll 
bar support, near the fan. Relays may accompany the panel.

Fuse Location 2
Mounted on the left side roll bar is a set of fuse blocks. Their 
respected diagrams are on the previous page.

Electrical Cont.
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Fuse Location 5
Located directly behind the Mudd-Ox instrument panel is the 
Kubota engine wiring harness. There may be fuses. See engine 
owner’s manual for information.

Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor
This sensor “L” turns on the cooling fans once operating tem-
perature is reached. It’s located on the top rear of the engine, 
above the alternator belt.

Winch Contactor
Directly behind the control levers, under the Mudd-Ox dash, is 
the winch contactor “K”. It’s mounted to the frame.

LL

Electrical Cont.

KK

Hydraulic Oil Temperature Sensor
This sensor “M” is used for displaying temperature on the in-
strument panel. It’s located on the top front of the hydraulic oil 
tank. MM
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Neutral Safety Sensors
For each z-bar on the top of the hydrostatic pumps, there is a 
neutral safety switch “N”. The frontmost one reads the right 
control lever, and the rear reads the left.

Parking Brake Sensor
When the parking brake is engaged, the sensor “M” activates 
the dash warning light. To gain access to this sensor, simply re-
move the parking brake cover. 

MM

NN

Electrical Cont.

Fuel Level Sending Unit
Located directly on top of the fuel tank is the sending unit “O”. 
This displays fuel level on the instrument panel.

OO
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Engine

The engine is the heart of the Mudd-Ox, powering everything from the hydrostatics to electronics. Keeping up 
to date on maintenance is simple and will provide longevity. Always refer to WG1605-G-E3 Service Manual for 
detailed information regarding all components, service intervals and recommended fluids.

Part 1: Oil
Inspection
Located on top of the engine, behind the alternator, is the dipstick (A in Figure-1). This will be painted bright yel-
low for visibility. Pull it out of the engine, wipe it off, and then reinstall. Now pull it out of the engine and inspect 
the oil level. There are holes near the bottom of the dipstick, where the upper hole “B” is the oil full level, and 
lower hole “C” is the oil low level in Figure-2. Engine oil must be between these two levels to safely operate. If it is 
low, locate the oil fill cap on the top rear of the engine and fill accordingly (E in Figure-4).

The oil color is also extremely important:
• Amber: Clean and healthy.
• Dark or black: The oil’s lifespan is over and must be changed. 
• Mixture of brown and white: This is known as “milkshake” and could mean two outcomes. First, there may be 

excessive moisture in the dipstick tube due to climate. Second, water or engine coolant has mixed with the oil, 
and significant repairs are necessary. Contact your local Kubota dealer for further instructions.

Dipstick Location

Figure-1

Dipstick Markings

Figure-2

AA
BB

CC

Oil Change
Kubota recommends to replace oil after the first 50 hours of operation, then every 200 hours after. Oil pan ca-
pacity is 6.0 L or 1.59 gallons. SAE10W-30 will work in temperatures from -20 to 25+ degrees C.

1. Locate the engine oil drain plug (D in Figure-3). Standard location is nearest to the engine cover, towards the 
bottom of the oil pan. If the Mudd-Ox is equipped with a remote drain setup, there will be a hose connected to 
the drain hole. Follow the hose down and there will be a valve with a drain.

2. There are multiple ways to drain the engine oil. It is important to not remove the drain plug/open the drain valve 
and let oil into the Mudd-Ox body. Mechanics may either:
A. Open up a plastic bag and place under the oil drain plug/drain valve. Then, remove the plug/open drain valve 

and let the oil collect inside the bag. After oil is completely drained, reinstall the oil plug/shut the oil drain 
valve.

Dipstick Location

Figure-3

DD
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B. Locate the engine oil fill cap at the driver side top of the engine. Remove the cap, and use an oil suction pump 
with long, flexible hose. Ensure the suction pump has completely drained the engine oil. Reinstall oil fill cap 
to keep debris out.

3. Now change the engine oil filter. It is located on the lower passenger side towards the engine cover. Carefully 
spin the filter counterclockwise to remove. Note: If you cannot remove the filter by hand, a pair of oil filter pliers 
may be required. The filter may be partially filled with oil. Carefully remove from machine without spilling. After 
removal, verify the rubber o-ring seal was removed alongside the filter. At times, the o-ring may be stuck to the 
engine itself. It must be completely removed.

4. Prep the new oil filter. Before installation, rub some oil around the new filter o-ring seal. Note: Only rub enough 
oil to cover the o-ring surface area. This is to prevent the rubber from cracking and/or splitting.

5. Install the new oil filter on the engine. Turn clockwise to tighten. Only turn firmly hand-tight, do not use exces-
sive force or pliers.

Oil Fill Cap

Figure-4

DD

EE

Dipstick Location

Figure-5

FF

6. Now fill the engine with oil. Nearest to the operator backseat on top of the engine is the oil fill cap. Remove cap, 
and carefully pour oil into the engine. Pour approximately 5.5 quarts, then wait a minute for the oil to drain 
through the engine into the oil pan, and check the oil dipstick. Continue pouring small quantities at a time and 
checking dipstick until oil reads full. Once full, reinstall oil fill cap. Note: An oil funnel may be required. Do not 
overfill engine oil. If overfilled, it must be drained out. Always allow time for oil to drain through engine before 
checking dipstick.

7. The engine has been filled and the oil dipstick reads full. Start the engine while another mechanic watches for 
potential oil leaks. If no leaks, let engine run for approximately 30 seconds. Shut off engine, wait 2 minutes, 
check dipstick and add additional oil if required.
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Figure-6

Coolant Overflow

GG

Engine Cont.

Part 2: Coolant

Coolant runs through the engine to maintain optimal operating temperatures. If the Mudd-Ox is equipped with a 
heater, engine coolant also runs through it to provide heat. The liquid is 50% glycol antifreeze and 50% water.

Inspection
Located at the top of the engine compartment is the coolant overflow (G in Figure-6). Fluid should be green with 
no signs of contamination or debris. It must be filled above the “Low” but not above “Full”. If overfilled, coolant will 
drain out of the hose connected to the fill cap and into the lower body.

Bleeding the System
A brand new Mudd-Ox will not have a fully bled cooling system. Meaning, there may be air bubbles that must be 
“driven” out of the system. 

1. Drive the Mudd-Ox at operating temperature.
2. Let the engine completely cool down.
3. See Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox and locate the engine coolant overflow. If the 

coolant level is low, fill accordingly (G in Figure-6).
4. Reinstall engine cover and repeat steps #1-3 until the coolant level no longer lowers.
5. Now the cooling system is bleed. Inside the engine compartment are (2) coolant ball valves. There is (1) per 

radiator. Simply twist the valves to close. Figure-7 and 8 show the valves “H” in their initial open position.

Left Side Valve

Figure-7

Right Side Valve

Figure-8

HH HH
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Coolant Change
1. Ensure engine is completely cool. See Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox.
2. Locate the lower radiator hose as shown as “I” in Figure-9.
3. Holding the hose onto the engine is a clamp. Loosen the clamp, and move it up the radiator hose out of the way.
4. Have an external 5 gallon bucket prepared. Once the radiator hose is removed, it alongside the engine will begin 

to quickly drain coolant. Catch all the coolant inside the bucket. Do not let it drain into the Mudd-Ox body.
5. Once drained, reattach and clamp the radiator hose.
6. Locate the coolant fill reservoir “J” and overflow tank “G” in Figure-9. Refill with 50/50 glycol antifreeze mix.
7. Twist the coolant ball valves open (“H” in Figure-7, 8).
8. Complete Bleeding the System.

Figure-9

Coolant Reservoir
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Part 3: Air Filter

The air filter setup is located on top of the engine (K in Figure-10). Refer to engine manual on service intervals and 
cleaning information. Those who operate in dusty environments will have to service their air filter more often.

Figure-10

Coolant Overflow

KK
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Fuel

XL uses gasoline. Become familiarized with your fuel system and the components associated with it.

Fuel Type
Always refer to engine owner’s manual for specific gasoline requirements.

Signs of Faulty Components
Before attempting any diagnostics, ensure the vehicle is not out of fuel, and there truly is a faulty component.

• Engine cranks over but will not start.
• No fuel is reaching the filter or engine itself
• Fuel filter is empty, most likely a bad fuel pump.
• Fuel level on the instrument panel is inaccurate with the level in the tank, most likely a bad sending unit (See 

Electrical).

Location 1
The fuel tank is located in the rear of the Mudd-Ox. See Fuel Tank Access - Standard and Fuel Tank Access - 
Rear Seat under Accessing the Mudd-Ox to gain access to its components. The fuel feed line (gas going into the 
engine) connects to the bottom of the fuel tank, while the return line (unused gas leaving the engine) connects at 
the top of the tank.

Fuel Tank

Figure-1

Location 2
Some fuel components are located directly on the engine. See Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the 
Mudd-Ox to gain access to these components. Refer to engine owner’s manual for diagrams and information on 
the fuel pump system. The fuel filter is located at the bottom left side, next to the battery.

Engine

Figure-2
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Filter Inspection
One of the most common symptoms of fuel issues lies within the filter (A in Figure-3). Ensure the filter is not 
clogged or damaged in any way. To check for clogging, safely remove the filter and attempt to blow low pressure 
air (approx. 3 psi) through the filter with an air compressor. If air does not exit out the opposing side, the filter 
needs replaced. Note: Filters are usually directional. There will be markings that dictate which way it must be 
installed.

Filter

Figure-3

Pump Inspection
The electric pump is directly in front of the fuel filter next to the battery (B in Figure-4). It should make an audible 
noise when operating. Refer to Electrical for diagnosis information.

Pump

Figure-4

Line Inspection
Fuel lines are made of rubber. There are (2) fuel lines. Check for any signs of cracks, cuts, rips or tears. If the lines 
are no longer flexible, but stiff, then replace.

Rubber Line

Figure-5
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Filler Inspection
Outside the vehicle on the left rear side is the fuel cap (D in Figure-6). Ensure its securely locked. Inspect the filler 
hose “E” for any signs of cracks, cuts or tears (Figure-7).

Parts Replacement
Whenever replacing parts in the fuel system, always take great caution and never spill fuel. Replace components 
using authentic parts. Do not alter the system in any way. Refer to engine owner’s manual when applicable.

Stabilization
If the Mudd-Ox will be in storage for extended periods of time, it may be necessary to stabilize the fuel. Refer to 
engine owner’s manual for information about stabilizers that work with their recommend fuel types.

Draining the Tank
In the event the fuel tank needs drained, complete all procedures carefully and do not spill fuel inside the vehicle. 
Follow all laws regarding the disposing of fuel.

1. Use a fuel-safe suction pump with flexible hose. Insert hose into fuel tank through the cap.
2. Allow pump to operate until all fuel has been removed from the tank, then shut off.
3. Although the tank is empty, there is still fuel in the lines going to the engine. Simply remove the lines at the 

engine.
4. Use an air compressor to blow low pressure, approx. 3 psi, through the fuel lines. Continue until all fuel has 

been pushed into the tank.
5. Reconnect the fuel lines.
6. Use the suction pump to remove the remaining fuel out of the tank.

Rubber Hoses

Figure-7

Exterior Cap

Figure-6

EE

DD
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Hydrostatics

Mudd-Ox XL is driven by a hydrostatic system. There are (2) inline pumps that feed (2) motors, one per each side 
of the vehicle. 

Oil Inspection
On the right side of the engine compartment is an oil tank. It has a clear sight tube “A” for checking oil level. It 
must be filled to the middle of the sight tube +at all times with AW-46 (Figure-1).

Oil Level

Figure-1

Hose Inspection
Hydraulic oil is transferred through high pressure lines. These route along both sides of the vehicle. Inspect each 
line for any signs of cracks, tears or rips. If there are any signs of damage, replace the hose immediately. Then 
complete Oil Change before operating.

Hoses

Figure-2

Oil Change
The oil filter must be replaced after the first 500 hours of operation, and a full oil change every 3,000 hours after 
with AW-46 oil. Note: Always contact your Mudd-Ox dealer for proper oil filters, as they are specially designed 
for use with the hydrostatic system.  It is important to never rush the process, and to verify all steps have been 
completed with great care. Not following these specific directions can lead to ruined hydraulic parts and expen-
sive replacement. This should only be attempted by very experienced mechanics with a background in hydraulic 
systems. At least (3) mechanics are recommended for these steps. Thoroughly read and understand the steps 
before attempting.

1. See Lower Operator Seat Removal and Engine Cover Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox. 
2. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points using the wooden block method. It must be raised high enough 

that the tires can drive forward and backwards without dragging the ground.

BB

AA
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3. Locate the (1) hydraulic oil tank on the XL. It is on the passenger side of the engine. At the top of the oil tank is 
an oil fill cap. Remove the cap (B in Figure-1).

4. Now drain oil from the tank. We recommend purchasing an oil suction pump with a long, flexible nozzle. It will 
drain the tank completely and contain the oil for proper disposal.

5. After draining, locate the (1) inline hydraulic oil filter “C”. It’s on the right side of the engine compartment, 
forward of the oil tank. Figure-3 shows the lower operator seat removed and looking into the engine compart-
ment from the front side. Spin the filter counter-clockwise to remove. 

Note: If you cannot remove the filter by hand, a pair of oil filter pliers may be required. The filter will be full of 
oil. Carefully remove from machine without spilling. To prevent spillage, hold a plastic bag stuck to the filter 
mount itself. The o-ring must be completely removed.

6. Prep the new oil filter. Rub some oil around the new filter o-ring seal. Note: Only rub enough oil to cover the 
o-ring surface area. This is to prevent the rubber from cracking or splitting.

7. Now, install the new oil filter. Turn clockwise to tighten. Only turn firmly hand-tight, do not use excessive force 
or pliers.

8. Next refill the oil tank with AW-46 oil up to the middle of the sight glass (A in Figure-1). Reinstall oil cap to keep 
debris out. Note: An oil funnel may be required. Do not overfill.

9. Now the oil in the tank has been drained and replaced. Locate the (1) hydraulic oil filter (D in Figure-4). This is 
under the operator’s seat driver side. Remove as described in step #5.

10. Repeat steps #6-7 for the new inline filter. Thus, you have now replaced a total of (2) filters.

Inline Filter

Figure-3

CC

Second Filter

Figure-4

DD

11. Although the Mudd-Ox has new AW-46 oil in the tank and new oil filters, there is still old oil inside the hydraulic 
system past the tank. It’s time to run new oil through the system to push the old oil out via the return line. Lo-
cate the hydraulic oil return line. This is on top of the oil tank, towards the front of the vehicle, shown as “E” in 
Figure-5.

12. With the return line removed, find a large bucket. Use oversized extension hoses to slide over the return line. 
This will extend the overall length of the return line, so the old oil can drain into the external bucket for proper 
disposal. Note: Do not allow oil to spill inside the Mudd-Ox.
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Return Hose

Figure-5

EE

13. Once again, remove the hydraulic tank oil cap and reinstall oil funnel (B in Figure-1).  Reinstall lower operator 
seat.

14. With the filters replaced and oil refilled, it’s best to prime the hydraulic system without the engine running. 
Remove the fuel pump relay, which is labeled and located on top of the engine (Figure-6). Refer to the Kubota 
engine manual for detailed information. 

Fuse and Relay Box

Figure-6

15. The engine will no longer pump fuel. One mechanic will hold the starter to continuously crank over the engine. 
Another mechanic must watch the hydraulic oil tanks to ensure the oil is being pulled into the system. Note: If 
there is fuel in the engine, it may run for a short period of time.
A. If oil level lowers: It’s safe to reverse step #14 by reinstalling the fuel pump relay and continuing on.
B. If oil level does not lower: Shut engine off immediately. Wait a minute, then try again. It may take a few 

attempts before oil begins to pull into the system.
16. This step is extremely important to execute perfectly. It’s time to run the Mudd-Ox to flow new oil into the 

system and push out the old. (1) mechanic should sit inside the rear occupant area, prepared with new oil. A 
2nd mechanic will start the Mudd-Ox and slowly push the control levers partially forward. Just enough to 
slowly spin the motors, thus the wheels outside the Mudd-Ox will turn. Only operate engine at idle RPM. While 
the machine is operating, the mechanic inside the rear occupant area must monitor the hydraulic tank. As 
the oil begins to drain into the hydraulic system, they must continue to fill the tank and maintain a visible oil 
level in the sight glass. Note: Moving parts are dangerous. Always take great precaution when near/inside the 
operating Mudd-Ox. Ensure the external bucket and oil return line cannot be caught on any moving parts. Do 
not let the oil system run dry. This is fatal for the hydraulics.

17. During this time, a 3rd mechanic will continue to monitor the external bucket where the return line is draining 
into. The older oil will most likely appear darker in color. Once the oil coming out of the return line is no longer 
old, but appears to be new oil, the mechanic operating the Mudd-Ox control levers may return to a neutral 
position and properly shut off the machine.

18. The mechanic monitoring the oil tank should verify the oil level is satisfactory, and fill if necessary. Reinstall oil 
cap and return line. Remove external bucket and properly dispose old oil. 
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19. Now remove any potential air pockets in the hydraulic system. With the hydraulic system correctly reassem-
bled, start the Mudd-Ox and run at 1,500 RPM for a minute.  Get the oil to operating temperature. Then, slowly 
raise the RPM’s a few hundred at a time. If there is a “rattle” noise coming from the hydraulics, that is air in 
the system. Immediately bring the RPM to idle for a minute. Then try again. During this time, have another 
mechanic monitor the hydraulic oil tank level. If the oil level falls below the sight glass, fill up immediately.

20. Once the machine will go through the entire RPM range in neutral without rattling, you may begin with the 
control levers. Slowly move the control levers forward approximately an inch. Run for a minute. If there is no 
air, continue moving forward in steps. If the hydraulics begin to rattle, bring back to neutral for a minute then 
try again. Repeat for control levers in reverse. Then slowly move control levers backward. Continue to move 
the control levers with varying degrees of stroke. Note: It is very important to not “drive” against the air as 
this will damage the pumps. Once the Mudd-Ox can be driven in both directions without any air, shut off and 
let the oil temperature completely cool down.

21. Carefully lower the Mudd-Ox to the ground and reinstall any components removed to gain access to the oil 
system in prior steps.

22. Now, proceed to get inside the vehicle and start up. Get to operating temperature. Slowly begin to drive 
around a controlled environment such as flat ground. Listen and feel for air in the hydraulic system; the ma-
chine will feel “tight” if the pumps have air. If there is air, do not attempt to drive against it. Work the control 
levers as described in step #20.

23. Once the Mudd-Ox can be driven on flat ground in both directions without any air, attempt to drive on small 
grades both up and down. Also attempt to counter-rotate the Mudd-Ox by pushing the control levers in oppo-
site directions. If there is no air, the oil change is complete.
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Frame Support Here

Figure-1

Distribute the Load

Figure-2

Inside bearing box

Figure-3

Supporting the axle only

Figure-4

Jack Points

Always be cautious and safe. There are two methods for raising the vehicle as described below. Select which meth-
od is required for your storage or maintenance needs. Note: It may be necessary to remove the wheels while using 
the jack stand method. See Wheel Removal under Tires/Wheels for instructions. Never attempt to operate or 
spin the axles when supported with jack stands, as the Mudd-Ox will roll off and may cause serious harm to both 
persons and vehicle. If the axles must spin to diagnose or perform maintenance, use the block of wood method.

Raising the Mudd-Ox
1. Engage the parking brake, ensure it works well. Locate the lower body of the Mudd-Ox as shown as “A” in Fig-

ure-1. These outer sections are where the vehicle can be supported with a jack. They’re molded around the inner 
frame, providing absolute strength and stability.

2. Use a floor jack and block of wood rated to hold the weight of the Mudd-Ox including all installed accessories 
and cargo. Place wood on top of jack, and begin to lift the vehicle as shown in Figure-2. Raise enough so the 
wheels are not touching the ground. Note: Do not attempt to raise the front and back ends of the Mudd-Ox at 
the same time. Instability can occur and cause serious injury or death. Only jack on the flat bottom sections of 
the body, and not on a curved radius.

3. Once a single corner is raised, there are two possible routes for supporting the vehicle:
A. Jack stands: These can be placed directly under the Mudd-Ox axles as shown in Figure-3. It is important to 

only support the axles, and not the bearing extension box. Figure-4 shows a 3-ton jack stand fitting inside the 
box. At least (4) jack stands are required, one per each corner. Place the first jack stand under the axle that’s 
raised in the air.

AA
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Fully Covered

Figure-1

Long Term Storage

Properly storing the Mudd-Ox is just as important as general maintenance. Improper storage can prematurely wear 
out components. If possible, find a climate controlled indoor facility to store the Mudd-Ox.

1. Completely clean the Mudd-Ox inside and out with soap and water.
2. Drain any remaining water and debris from lower body. Do not leave standing water in the machine.
3. See Bearings for greasing all bearings on the Mudd-Ox.
4. Ensure the battery is fully charged. Then, disconnect or install a battery tender (see Electrical). 
5. Completely drain fuel or add fuel stabilizer.
6. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points to remove weight off the tires.
7. Now protect the Mudd-Ox from the elements.

A. If stored outdoors: Cover the entire vehicle with a waterproof cover. Loosen the drain plugs to prevent rain-
water from collecting inside the Mudd-Ox. 

B. If stored indoors: Cover with a cover if possible.

Jack Points Cont.

B. Blocks of wood: Large blocks of wood are an alternative to jack stands. This will require an additional jack to 
raise the opposing side of the Mudd-Ox. At least two blocks of wood are required, one for each end of the 
Mudd-Ox. Place the first piece along both sides of the vehicle to provide optimal stability (Figure-5, 6).

4. Repeat step #3 for the remaining jack stands or block of wood.

Wood supporting both sides

Figure-5

Distribute the Load

Figure-6

AA
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Figure-2

Pad Thickness

Parking Brake

Signs of Worn Components
There are a couple ways to notice if the parking brake system is worn or out of adjustment:
• It will no longer hold the Mudd-Ox in place.
• Pull up on the parking brake lever and count the number of “clicks” it takes for the lever to fully engage the cali-

per pads. If the number falls below or exceeds approximately 5-6 clicks, the system needs attention.

5-6 Clicks Up

Figure-1

Pad Inspection
The brake pads are items that wear over time depending on usage. There are (2) pads per caliper. Each pad has 
friction material. Once the material gets worn down, it may not physically reach the brake disc anymore or will pro-
vide inefficient clamping force. A healthy condition pad will still have 1/8” thickness each (A in Figure-2). If they are 
thinner, or there are deep grooves, they will need replaced. Ensure there are no oils or debris on the brake system.

Disc Inspection
Similar to the pads, the discs wear depending on usage. There is a disc for each side of the Mudd-Ox. A healthy con-
dition disc will still have 1/8” thickness (B in Figure-3). If it is thinner, or there are deep grooves, it will need replaced.

Figure-3

Rotor Thickness
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Parking Brake Cont.

Cable Inspection
There should be no fraying, cuts or bends in the brake cables (C in Figure-4). If they are out of adjustment, and/or 
the caliper arm hits the metal bracket when engaged (Figure-5), see Adjustment.

Figure-4

Cable Condition

Adjustment Part 1: Calipers
1. See Lower Seat Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the front lower operator seat.
2. Pull up on the parking brake lever and count the number clicks (Figure-1):

A. More than 5-6 clicks: The brakes are too loose. You must tighten them.
B. Less than 5-6 clicks: The brakes are too tight. You must loosen them.

Figure-6

Caliper Location

DDDD

3. Start with the left side brake caliper. On the caliper, facing the inside of the Mudd-Ox, is an adjustment bolt with 
jam nut. Use an 11/16” wrench to loosen the jam nut (Figure-7 shows the caliper removed).

4. Use a 7/16” wrench to adjust. Write down the number of rotations on the adjustment nut for later use in adjust-
ing the right side caliper:
A. More than 5-6 clicks: Turn the adjustment bolt clockwise.
B. Less than 5-6 clicks: Turn the adjustment bolt counterclockwise.

5. Now simply tighten the jam nut that you loosened in step #3.
6. Repeat steps #3-5 for passenger side.

If there is not enough adjustment on the calipers for 5-6 clicks, move on to Part 2.

CC

Figure-5

Arm Clearance

Figure-7

Caliper

Figure-8

Adjustment
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Parking Brake Cont.

Adjustment Part 2: Cable
It may be necessary to adjust the parking brake cables themselves to achieve 5-6 clicks.

1. Use a 15/16” wrench to loosen jam nut “E” in Figure-9.
2. Use a 15/16” wrench to tighten jam nut “F” in Figure-9. This will pull the cable towards the rear of the Mudd-Ox. 

Tighten approximately 1 full turn.
3. Reverse step #1 to tighten jam nut “E” in Figure-9.
4. Match the adjustment on the other brake cable. It’s best to use a tape measure (Figure-10).
5. Pull on the parking brake and count the number of clicks. Continue to adjust as necessary.

A. More than 5-6 clicks: Continue to adjust the cables towards the rear of the Mudd-Ox.
B. Less than 5-6 clicks: Adjust the cables towards the front of the Mudd-Ox.

6. Repeat steps #3-5 for the right side. Note: Adjust the same amount as the left side. It’s best to use a tape mea-
sure on the threads (Figure-10) to verify both sides are adjusted evenly.

Figure-9

Adjustment

Figure-11

EE FF

Figure-10

Match the Adjustment

Cable Replacement Part 1: Removal
If the calipers and pads are in good health (see Inspection) and the brake cables cannot be adjusted any further, 
they need replaced. For best visual purposes, these steps show removing the right side cable at the parking brake 
lever, and left side cable on the caliper system.

1. The front lower operator seat should still be removed from Adjustment Steps with the Mudd-Ox on flat ground. 
See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the rear lower operator seats and engine cover.

2. Locate the rear most ends of the brake cables. Each one is connected to the parking brake lever on the left in-
side engine compartment (Figure-8). 

Note: Figures-11 to 22 are taken from a Mudd-Ox Vengeance for best visual purposes. An XL will have radiators 
directly next to the parking brake mechanism. 

Parking Brake Mechanism
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Figure-12

Cable Ends
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Parking Brake Cont.

3. For each cable there is (1) cotter pin “G” and (1) clevis pin “H” holding the clevis in place shown in Figure-12. Use a 
pair of needle nose pliers to remove the cotter pins, then push the clevis pins out (Figure-13).

4. For each cable, remove its clevis shown as “I” in Figure-13. It’s easiest to use a 7/16” wrench on the jam nut “J” 
and use a pair of pliers to spin the clevis off.

Figure-13

Pin Removed
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5. Completely loosen the jam nuts “E” in Figure-14 so that they slide off the threads. Use a 15/16” wrench (Fig-
ure-15).

6. Slide the cables ends completely out of the bracket, and set them off to the side (Figure-14).

Figure-14

Nut Removal

Figure-15

Cable Removed

7. For each cable, locate their front most end which is connected to the brake caliper, (1) per each side of the Mudd-
Ox. Similar to the rearmost ends, there is a cotter pin and clevis pin shown as “G” and “H” in Figure-16 respective-
ly. Use a pair of needle nose pliers to remove the cotter pins, then push the clevis pins out.

8. Now completely loosen the front most jam nuts (E in Figure-8) so that they slide off the threads. Use a 15/16” 
wrench. Note: If the cables have been adjusted over time, the threads are no longer front most of the mounting 
bracket but rather behind it. Completely loosen jam nuts “E” to provide extra cable slack. The nuts cannot be 
fully removed, but will loosely rest on the cables.

9. Slide the cables back to gain more room to work. For each cable, remove its clevis shown as “I” in Figure-16. It’s 
easiest to use a 7/16” wrench on the jam nut “J” and use a pair of pliers to spin the clevis off.

Figure-16

Nut Removal
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Parking Brake Cont.

10. Slide the cables ends completely out of the bracket, and set them off to the side
11. Lastly, locate the clamps that hold the cables behind the upper operator seat (K in Figure-17). Unbolt them from 

the metal brackett and remove the cables.

Figure-17

Remove Clamp

KK

Figure-18

New Cable
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Cable Replacement Part 2: Reassembly
Left side cable: 84” long
Right side cable: 110” long

1. The new brake cables should have new jams nut installed with washers, although loose. Remove jam nut “E” and 
(1) washers “L” as shown in Figure-18. You will reinstall the hardware later between each side of the brackets.

2. Hand tighten the remaining jam nuts on the cable (F and J in Figure-18). Each one should be completely at the 
end of their respective threads.

LL

3. Brake cables are non-directional, and can be installed facing in either direction. Begin with the parking brake 
section in the engine compartment. Feed the 84” cable into the left hole of the mounting bracket, and the 110” 
into the right. Note: Remember to install (1) “L” washer onto the cable first.

4. Once inside, loosely slide washers “L” and jam nuts “E” over the cable ends, (1) per each cable. Do not tighten 
them, as leaving them loose provides room to work.

5. Install clevis’ “H” on each cable by turning them on clockwise by hand. Turn until they stop against the jam nuts 
“J” (Figure-19).

Figure-19

Reassembly
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Parking Brake Cont.

6. Now attach the clevis to the parking brake mechanism. Start from the bottom. Simply push the clevis pin “H” 
through the bottom of the clevis, into the mechanism and finally through the top end of the clevis. Do this for 
both cables (Figure-20).

7. Install the cotter pin for each cable (G in Figure-21).
8. Tighten jam nuts against the clevis’ (J in Figure-21).

9. The jam nuts “E” are still loosely on the cables from step #4. Turn them onto the threads, but just enough so the 
jam nuts are flush with the end of the cable where it tapers out (Figure-22).

10. Tighten jam nuts “F” against the metal bracket with a 15/16” wrench. Then, ensure jam nuts “E” are tight with a 
15/16” wrench as well. Note: Do not tighten jam nuts “E” until “F” have been tightened.

Figure-20

Connected to Brake Mechanism

Figure-21

Tighten Jam Nut

Figure-22

Nut Flush with Threads
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11. Loop the cables through the engine compartment and reinstall clamps “K” from Figure-17. Note: The 85” cable 
should be clamped on the left side of the Mudd-Ox, and 110” on the right.

12. Repeat steps #3-8 for the brake caliper side.
13. Tighten jam nuts “F” from Figure-6 all the way against the metal bracket with a 15/16” wrench. Then, ensure jam 

nuts “E” are tight with a 15/16” wrench as well. Note: Do not tighten jam nuts “E” until “F” have been tightened. 
There should be no threads from the cables on the rearmost section of the bracket, just as shown in Figure-9.

14. At this point the cables should be completely installed. However, they are unadjusted. See Adjustment.
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Parking Brake Cont.

Pad and Disc Replacement
If either the pad or disc is worn, it’s best to replace both components at the same time. This prevents chances of 
uneven wear when mixing new and used parts.

1. The front lower operator seat should still be removed from Adjustment with the Mudd-Ox on flat ground. 
2. Begin with either side of the Mudd-Ox. This example will utilize the left side.
3. See Cable Replacement Part 1: Removal step #7.
4. Remove the (7) total bolts holding on the brake disc. There is (1) center bolt that requires a 9/16” socket, and 

(6) surrounding bolts that require a 1/2” socket (Figure-23, 24). Note: There may not be enough room to fully 
remove the bolts, rather they will sit loose inside the disc and its respected spacers.

5. The brake assembly can be removed along with the caliper, which simply slides off its bracket. Ensure no spac-
ers are dropped inside the Mudd-Ox.

6. Remove the old pads from the caliper by simply pulling them out (A in Figure-25).
7. Install new pads into the caliper (Figure-25).

Figure-23

Disc Removal

Figure-24

New Disc

BB

Figure-25

Pads Installed

8.  Replace the old disc “B” in Figure-24 with a new one. Reassemble al components in the same order as removed, 
and bolt it back onto the Mudd-Ox. Note: The largest spacers go on each side of the brake disc, while the smaller 
ones go nearest to the chain sprocket.

9. Complete Cable Replacement Part 2: Reassembly steps #12-13 to reinstall the brake cable.
10. Repeat steps #3-14 for the other side.
11. Complete Adjustment.

AA
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Steering Cables

Steering cables connect the control levers to the hydrostatic drive system. Depending on usage, these will period-
ically need adjusted and/or replaced.

Signs of Worn Adjustment and/or Components
• The control lever(s) have excessive slack in neutral position.
• Levers do not have linear engagement throughout the entire stroke.
• Levers do not control each side of the vehicle in a similar manner.
• Cables are binding up.

Inspection
Ensure Mudd-Ox is shut off. Remove the lower operator seat and locate the z-bars (Figure-1). The front z-bar 
“A” is easily visible, while the rear one “B” is partially inside the engine compartment. Move the right side control 
lever while looking at the cables connected to the front most z-bar “A”. If there is significant slack and the cables 
are binding up, it needs adjusted. If they are too tight, binding may also occur while making the lever difficult to 
operate. Complete this test for the left side control lever as well, while looking at the cables connected to the rear 
most z-bar “B”.

Adjustment
You have determined at least (1) of the steering cables needs adjusted. Complete the steps below for (1) cable at a 
time. The following photos show adjustment points for the right control lever, which connects to the front z-bar. 
Note: When adjusting, do not overtighten or under tighten the cables as they can become kinked and create dan-
gerous driving characteristics.

1. There are (2) adjustment locations for the steering cables. You may use either location, however, if there is no 
more adjustment remaining at one location, it must be adjusted at the other. If both locations are out of adjust-
ment, a new steering cable is required.
A. See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the lower operator seat, seat back, and seat L-bracket. This will gain 

access to the z-bars mounted on top of the hydraulic pumps.

Figure-1

Front Z-Bar
AA
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Figure-2

Under Seat View

CC DD
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2. Use a 15/16” wrench to loosen the (2) steering cable jam nuts (C in Figure-2 or 3).
3. Once the jam nut is loose, use the same 15/16” wrench to tighten the (2) adjustment nuts 1/4 of a turn (D in 

Figure-2 or 3). Note: Do not tighten more than 1/4, as overtightening the cable will bend the mounting brackets.
4. Retighten the (2) jams nut (C in Figure-2 or 3).
5. Repeat the Inspection to verify if further adjustment is needed. 

A. If passed: you are finished. Test drive the Mudd-Ox to ensure everything is working properly, and readjust if 
necessary.

B. If not passed: Repeat Adjustment. If the cables are too worn to adjust, see Replacement.

Replacement
If one of the steering cables is worn too far to be adjusted, we recommend to replace all (4) cables at the same time. 
The following images show a Mudd-Ox fully assembled at the hydraulic pump side.

Part 1: Removal

1. The cable must be removed from the control lever and hydraulic pump. Removal methods are identical for both 
sides.
A. Control levers: Remove the rubber bellows that attach to the body. It’s held in by plastic “Christmas tree” 

clips. Simply remove by gently prying the bellows away from the body.
B. Pumps: See Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the lower operator seat, seat back, and seat L-bracket. This 

will gain access to both z-bars mounted on top of the hydraulic pumps.

Steering Cables Cont.

B. Place padding on the driver floorboard. Wear safety glasses and lie inside the Mudd-Ox in a position to see 
underneath the dash. The steering cables are mounted directly behind the control levers.

Figure-3

Under Dash View

CC DD

Figure-4

Parts Overview
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Figure-6

 Heim Jam Nut

Steering Cables Cont.

2. Remove the heim joint from the z-bar/control lever by turning nut “G” counterclockwise.  (Figure-4, 5)

3. Loosen the jam nut “E” that attaches to the heim joint “F” (Figure-4, 6)
4. Remove the heim joint “F” from the steering cable by turning it off.

Figure-5

Heim Joint

5. Remove lock nut “C” from the cable (Figure-4, 7). The cable end should now be free to remove.
6. Complete all steps for the opposing side of the cable.

Part 2: Installation

Installation steps are the opposite of removal. Complete Adjustment after installing the new cable(s). Remember 
to check that all jam nuts are tight and the Mudd-Ox is safe to operate.

Note: Although the heim joints look similar, there are (2) different styles as shown in Figure-8. Style “G” mount on 
the pumps. Style “H” is machined for additional clearance and mount on the control levers.

Figure-7

Cable Jam Nut

Figure-8

Heim Styles
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Tires/Wheels

As the Mudd-Ox relies on tires for ride quality and agility, regular inspection of the tires/wheels system is extremely 
important. 

Signs of Improper Components
• Tires won’t hold any air pressure, or leak down over time.
• Ride quality is extremely harsh.
• Tracks work their way off the wheels.
• Tire debeads from the wheel.
• Wheels wobble and cause ride vibrations.

Tire Inspection
Look over the entire surface area for any signs of cracking, rips or tears. Any of these can cause air leaks or com-
promised structural integrity. Tires exposed to UV light are at higher risk of cracking in a shorter timeframe. Tread 
depth should be at least 1/8”. See Tire Pressure. 

Figure-1

Tires

Wheel Inspection
The wheels should be free of any bends, dents or damage. Most common locations for damage are on the outer lips. 
To see if the wheel itself is bent, the Mudd-Ox must be raised with its wheels rotating. Note: Ensure the axle itself 
is not bent. There should be no significant rust or pitting. Verify the rubber valve stem is free of any cracks, rips or 
tears and there is a cap over the threads.

Figure-2

Wheel

Tire Pressure
5 psi without tracks*
12 psi with tracks*

*Air pressure is just the starting point. Mudd-Ox tires slightly vary in outer circumference size. See Matching Tire 
Circumferences. Once the ideal air pressure for each individual tire’s circumference is found, use it as reference 
for future tire maintenance.
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Tires/Wheels Cont.

Consequences of Unmatched Circumferences
• Vehicle won’t drive straight, pulling to either the left or right side.
• Tracks receive improper tension and may work themselves off the tires, also known as “throwing a track.”
• Increased wear on the drivetrain.
• Uneven tire wear.

Matching Tire Circumferences
1. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points. If tracks are installed, reverse steps Installation under Tracks 

then raise.
2. Now air up the tires.

A. If using tracks: 12 psi
B. If not using tracks: 5 psi.

3. Next is to find each tire’s circumference at this standardized air pressure. Use a piece of paper to make a list #1-8 
which represent each Mudd-Ox tire as shown in the Figure-3 diagram.

6. Repeat steps #4-5 for the remaining tires.
7. Now you have an overall circumference of each tire at the standardized air pressure. Find the most common 

circumference to use as a baseline for matching all (8) tires together. For example if 85” was the most common 
number, that would be the dimension to match.

4. For tire #1, wrap a flexible tape measure completely around its outer diameter. For an accurate reading, keep the 
tape measure exactly in the center of the tire and as straight as possible (Figure-4).

5. Where the ends of the tape measure meet, note the overall circumference (Figure-5). Write this number down 
on the piece of paper.

11335577

22446688

Figure-3

Figure-4

Wrap tape measure around

Figure-5

Note the circumference
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Wheel Installation
1. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points. 
2. Safely lift up the wheel and slide over the lug studs. At the factory, wheels are installed so all valve stems are 

clocked in the same direction for ease of maintenance, although not necessary.
3. Thread each lug nut onto the studs by hand. Ensure they thread smooth without significant force.
4. Use a 3/4” socket and ratchet to firmly tighten in a star pattern as shown in Figure-9. This will evenly distribute 

the torque to prevent warping of the wheel.
5. Use a torque wrench to tighten the lug nuts at 140 ft. lbs. in the star pattern (Figure-10).

Wheel Removal
1. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points. If tracks are installed, reverse steps Installation under Tracks 

then raise.
2. Use an impact gun with a 3/4” socket to remove all five lug nuts. Turn counterclockwise to loosen (Figure-7).
3. Slide wheel off the lug studs. The wheel is now removed (Figure-8).

Tires/Wheels Cont.

8. For the tires that do not match, add or remove air pressure as necessary and repeat step #6. Use a reasonable 
amount of air pressure changes to achieve these numbers. Note: After reaching matching circumferences, use 
a paint marker and write on each tire its respective air pressure. This will make checking air pressures easy 
without the need of attempting to find circumferences again.
A. If all the tires match: you are finished. 
B. If the tires do not all match: move to step #9.

9. At times, it is possible not all tires will perfectly match in circumference with a reasonable amount of varying air 
pressures. Simply find the (4) best match tires and place them on each corner of the Mudd-Ox shown as 1, 2, 7, 
8 in Figure-3. The outer tires are most important in matching with installed tracks. In Figure-6 “A” represents 
outer corner wheels that absolutely must match circumferences, while “B’ may slightly vary.

Figure-6

44

55

Figure-9

11

2233

Figure-10

AA BB BB AA

Figure-7

Remove the lug nuts

Figure-8

Wheel Removed

Star Pattern Torque to 140 ft. lbs.
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Tires/Wheels Cont.

Wheel Extension Installation
1. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points. 
2. The wheel extension is installed before the wheel.

A. If wheel is already installed: Complete Wheel Removal. 
B. If wheel is not installed: Continue to step #3.

3. Slide the wheel extension over the lug studs.
4. Thread each lug nut onto the studs by hand. Ensure they thread smooth without significant force.
5. Use a 3/4” socket and ratchet to firmly tighten in a star pattern as shown in Figure-9. This will evenly distribute 

the torque to prevent warping of the extension.
6. Use a torque wrench to tighten the lug nuts at 140 ft. lbs. in the star pattern (Figure-9).
7. Complete Wheel Installation
8. Repeat steps for all remaining tires.

Dual Wheels Installation
1. As tire pressures cannot be checked once the inner set of wheels are installed, complete Tire Pressure. If 

equipped with tracks, and Matching Tire Circumferences.
2. See Raising the Mudd-Ox under Jack Points. 
3. The dual wheel adapter will be installed with the inner wheel.

A. If wheel is already installed: Complete Wheel Removal steps #2-3. 
B. If wheel is not installed: Complete Wheel Installation step #2.

3. Slide the dual wheel adapter over the lug studs (Figure-13).
4. Thread each lug nut onto the studs by hand. Ensure they thread smooth without significant force.
5. Use a 3/4” socket and ratchet to firmly tighten in a star pattern as shown in Figure-9. This will evenly distribute 

the torque to prevent warping of the wheel.
6. Use a torque wrench to tighten the lug nuts at 140 ft. lbs. in the star pattern (Figure-9).
7. Complete Wheel Installation.
8. Repeat steps for all remaining tires.

Figure-11

Extension Installed

Figure-13

Adapter Installed

Figure-14

Outer Wheel Installed
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Rubber

Figure-1

Hybrid

Figure-2

Keeper Inspection
Depending on the track, there are either metal or plastic keepers. These mount throughout the track and are 
used to guide the tracks over the tires. Each keeper “B”  washer “C” and mounting bolts “D” should be inspected 
for any cracks, bends, broken or even missing (Figure-3, 4).

Rubber

Figure-3

Hybrid

Figure-4

Rubber

Figure-5

Hybrid

Figure-6

Lacing Inspection
The pieces that hold the ends of the track together are the lacing “E”. Each one should be firmly mounted to the 
tracks with no signs of tearing or separating. Lacing must not be bent or deformed in any way. Rubber tracks 
should have good condition cables “F” and locking collars “G”, while hybrid style the bolts “H” (Figure-5, 6).
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Tracks

Various styles of tracks may be installed on the Mudd-Ox Vengeance. Although different, the basic components 
are relatively similar in design and function.

Signs of Improper Components
• Tracks come off the tires
• Tracks slip around the tires

Rubber Inspection
Each piece of rubber extends the entire length of the tracks (A in Figure-1, 2). It should not have any cracks, rips 
or tears. Tracks exposed to UV light are at higher risk of cracking in a shorter timeframe. If applicable, rubber 
tread depth should be at least 1/8”. Note: As the rubber wears down, the bolts will begin to contact the ground.
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“Backwards” Tires

Figure-7

Tracks Cont.

Installation
1. See Matching Tire Circumferences under Tires/Wheels for finding proper tire circumference and air pres-

sures before tracks are installed.
A. Rubber: Tires should be installed “backwards” as shown in Figure-7.
B. Hybrid: Tires should be installed in their standard position, opposite of Figure-7.

Chevron Track Direction

2. Set (2) long, heavy duty ratchet straps down in front of the Mudd-Ox. Spread them across the ground parallel 
to the vehicle. These will later be used to pull the ends of the tracks together.

3. Place the tracks directly over each ratchet strap, completely flat with the tread pattern facing down. For Chev-
ron tracks, set the “V” pattern crest pointing towards the rear of the machine (Figure-8).

4. Drive the Mudd-Ox onto the tracks. 
5. Roll the overhanging track ends over the tires. The ends should meet over the middle two wheels
6. Deflate the outer four tires. 
7. Connect the ends of the ratchet straps.
8. Next pull the ends of the tracks together, making the lacing ends meet (E in Figure-5, 6). If they don’t com-

pletely meet, tighten the ratchet strap. Note: When tightening the strap, the tracks may get bound up in 
certain areas of the tires. Ensure the track is smoothly wrapped around each tire.

9. Now mount the track together.
A. Rubber: Insert the (1) cable per track through the metal lacing (F in Figure-5). During this process, ensure 

the lacing lines up and the cables go through smoothly. Then insert the (2) locking collars per each track 
and tighten the set screws (G in Figure-5). Note: It’s easiest to drive the cable through the lacing with a drill 
spinning counter-clockwise.

B. Adair: There are (2) bolts per track (H in Figure-6). Insert them into the lacing. Then install the nuts and 
tighten.

10. Remove ratchet straps.
11. Inflate all tires their respected air pressures as found in step #1.

Figure-8
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Transportation

When transporting a Mudd-Ox or Amphibious Trailer, always use a vehicle and trailer rated for the capacity of the 
Mudd-Ox plus all installed accessories and cargo. Never attempt to use inadequate equipment or techniques.

Improper Techniques and Consequences
• Not tying down the Mudd-Ox may cause it to move around the trailer and/or fall off during transport. Possible 

serious injury or death to persons near the vehicle.
• Using the front winch and/or rear winch to tie down the Mudd-Ox will put excessive force on the frame, body, and 

winch lines themselves. It can snap the winch lines, warp the body and/or bend the frame.
• Tie downs with too small of load rating can become weak and snap, causing the Mudd-Ox to become unhooked.
• Running straps over sharp objects on the Mudd-Ox, tow vehicle and trailer can cut into the strap over time, caus-

ing fraying and possible snapping.
• Too few of straps and/or improper tie down locations can cause the Mudd-Ox to become unhooked.
• Too loose of straps may cause them to unhook.
• Running straps across the top of the Mudd-Ox body will put significant force on the plastic, causing it to perma-

nently deform and loosen straps over time. Straps may unhook.
• Too small of trailer in length and/or improper tongue weight can cause improper balance between the trailer and 

tow vehicle, creating unsafe driving characteristics
• Leaving the windshield and/or canvas top on during open transport may result in bending, fraying, and loss of 

components.

Standard Setup
A total of (4) tie down straps are needed to adequately transport the Mudd-Ox. You will install one strap per each 
corner. There are (2) ends to a strap, and will be notated as “A” and “B”. Simply connect end “A” to a tie down point 
on the trailer, next loop “B” around the Mudd-Ox axle (Figure-1) or if equipped the bearing box (Figure-2), then 
connect it to the same tie down point as “A”. For a diagram of the desired tie down pattern, see Figure-7 where “D” 
notates trailer tie down locations.

Standard Setup - AT
Optional Transport Tie Down Accessory
First see Standard Setup above. With our optional Transport Tie Downs, the only difference is end “A” will connect 
to a tie down point on the trailer, and end “B” will connect directly to the tie down accessory on the Mudd-Ox (Fig-
ure-3, 4). See Figure-7 where “D” notates trailer tie down locations.

Standard Setup - XL

Figure-2

Tie Downs - AT

Figure-3

Tie Downs - XL

Figure-4

Figure-1
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Figure-7

DD DD

DD DD

Transportation Cont.

Folding the Roll Bar
The Mudd-Ox roll bar may be folded down for ease of transportation. There is (1) pin per each side of the roll bar 
feet, directly over the engine cover (C in Figure-5). Simply pull out the R-pin to remove and push the pin out. At this 
time the roll bar can be folded downwards towards the rear of the vehicle. Note: Never operate the Mudd-Ox with 
the roll bar folded down. Serious injury or death may occur.

Roll Bar Pin

Figure-5

Roll Bar Down

Figure-6

CC
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Towing

Tow Points
Do not attempt to tow the Mudd-Ox until completing all steps in this section.

1. The rear hitch can serve as a tow point. Push the closed loop of the tow strap inside the hitch, then install the 
hitch pin inside the loop (A in Figure-1). This will keep the strap from sliding out. Note: For safety measures, nev-
er attempt to tow from the (2) safety chain mounts shown as “B” in Figure-2, nor install a ball hitch and wrap 
the strap around it for towing. These actions may result in serious injury or death.

2. Figure-2 under Transportation shows wrapping a strap around the bearing boxes.
3. Figure-4 under Transportation shows hooking a strap to the tie downs.

Pin through the strap loop

Figure-1

Warnings
• Do NOT pull from the roll bar, or any other points than noted above. Excessive stress in poor points can cause the 

vehicle to roll over.
• Keep the tow strap away from tires, as it can get wrapped around the axle.
• Always tow at 5 mph or slower.

XL is Operational
Select your available method of tow points, then proceed to Towing Steps.

XL is Inoperable
Set the parking brake, remove the lower seats, floor boards and engine cover. Look for the following. If there is a 
broken chain, reference Towing Steps for information on removing.

• Broken chain: Remove from vehicle.
• Seized bearing: Remove the chain that connects the accompanying axle to the rest of the drivetrain. If an axle is 

seized, it will remain seized, however the others will be able to turn freely.
• Engine or hydrostatics are seized: Remove the (2) chains that connect directly to the transmission.
• Debris in the drivetrain: Remove from vehicle.

Proper Hitch Towing

Figure-2

AA BB
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Towing Cont.

Towing Steps
In the event the Mudd-Ox needs towed long distances, the hydrostatic system must be freed from the wheels. Only 
perform this operation on flat ground where the vehicle will not roll and cause harm to persons or property.

1. See Front Floorboard Removal and Lower Seats Removal under Accessing the Mudd-Ox to remove the lower 
operator seat.

2. The front (2) chains need to be removed (C in Figure-3). There is (1) per side that connects the hydraulic motor 
to the front two axles. See Removal under Chains to identify the master link.
A. If the master links are easily visible: Move to step #5.
B. If not: Continue to step #3.

CC

Front Two Chains

Figure-3

3. In order to freely move the Mudd-Ox, you must release the brakes on the (2) inline hydraulic pumps. This is a 
simple task. On the bottom of each pump there is (1) towing bolt, thus (2) total. Loosen them by turning 1 to 1-1/2 
turns counterclockwise with a 14 mm wrench (D in Figure-4, 5).

4. The pump brakes should now be released, and the Mudd-Ox can freely spin in order to rotate the chains to make 
the master links accessible. Note: In this stage, do not move the Mudd-Ox faster than 5 mph or further than 30’.

5. See Removal under Chains to remove the (2) front chains.
6. When the chains have been removed, reverse step #3.
7. Now the Mudd-Ox can be towed for longer distance up to 5 mph. Ensure parking brake is disengaged.

Frontmost Towing Bolt

Figure-4

Rearmost Towing Bolt

Figure-5

DD DD
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Repairing a Swamped Mudd-Ox XL

“Swamping” refers to the unfortunate event when a Mudd-Ox fills with water. This can be caused by improp-
er use of the vehicle including but not limited to: Entering large bodies of water, water with current, improper 
grade entering/exiting water. If safely possible, shut off the Mudd-Ox before it fills with water. A running machine 
can receive fatal mechanical failure if submerged in water. It’s not guaranteed the mechanical components will 
survive if shut down beforehand. There are steps to clear water out of the system. All warranties are void with a 
swamped machine. Proceed at your own risk.

Steps
1. See Towing for instructions on towing the Mudd-Ox back to land.
2. See Water Operation for draining all water out of the Mudd-Ox.
3. Haul to a mechanical repair facility. Remember for each minute that passes by, rust and corrosion is forming 

inside major components.
4. Once in a facility, begin with the hydraulic system. Complete Oil Change under Hydrostatics steps #1-13. Do 

not continue on, as the engine still has water. Attempting to turn over the engine may be catastrophic. You will 
complete these steps later.

5. Now prepare the engine. See the engine owner’s manual for instructions on removing the air filter. It may be 
possible to dry out, but replacement is recommended. Clean water out of the air intake system at this time.

6. Complete Oil Change under Engine steps #1-6 only. Note: Simply change the oil and filter. Do not attempt to 
start the engine.

7. There is most likely water inside the engine cylinder walls.  Leaving it inside can result in damaged engine 
internals. See the engine owner’s manual for instructions to remove the spark plugs. When it is time to start 
the engine, this will allow water to escape through the spark plug holes. Not doing this may result in damaged 
engine internals. See engine owner’s manual for detailed information.

8. See Inspection under Engine Part 2: Coolant
A. If it passes: Continue to step #9.
B. If it does not pass: Complete Coolant Change steps #1-7.

9. Complete Draining the Tank under Fuel.
10. Replace the fuel filter. See Location 2 under Fuel.
11. At this point the hydraulics, engine oil, engine coolant, and fuel system should be prepared. Now, complete 

Oil Change under Hydrostatics steps #15. Note: Water will most likely spray out of the spark plug holes. It is 
recommended to put cardboard next to the holes to prevent water from spraying inside the vehicle.

12. Clean and reinstall the spark plugs.
13. Fill the tank with fresh fuel.
14. Turn the key to the “run” position, but do not crank the engine. You will hear the fuel pump priming. Do this 

a couple times until you hear the fuel return draining back into the fuel tank. This means the fuel system is 
properly cycled.

15. Complete Oil Change under Hydrostatics steps #16-18. Due to the physical properties of water and oil natu-
rally separating, it may take a significant amount (3x+ the capacity) of oil to clear the system of water.

16. Check the engine oil dipstick and add more oil if necessary. If it looks like milk, or a mixture of oil and water, 
complete Oil Change under Engine and repeat until oil is clean.

17. Finish Oil Change under Hydrostatics steps #19-23. 
18. Complete Bleeding the System under Engine Part 2: Coolant if the coolant was changed in step #8.

Note: After completing these steps, it is recommended to check all oils for signs of water as the systems may still 
be contaminated. If there are problems with electrical systems not operating, check for bad fuses and relays as 
explained in Electrical. Always remember a swamped machine is not guaranteed to work after these procedures.
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22

11

77
88

33

55

1010

66

99

44

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 1 M-1002-XL Black Skid Plate
2 1 M-1003-XL Black Lower Body
3 1 M-2949 Front Upper Seat
4 2 M-3239 Mudd-Ox Roll Bar Sticker
5 1 M-1448 Rollbar
6 1 M-1857 Rear Rollbar
7 1 M-1004-XG Upper Body - Green
8 1 M-1007 Rub Rail
9 8 M-2241 26x14x12" Vendetta Tire
10 8 M-2124 12" Rim (1/2" Mounting Holes)
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11

44 55 66

99

33
22 88

77

1010

1111

1212

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 1 M-1030-G Passenger Headlight Cover - Green
2 2 M-1034 Headlight Grommet
3 2 M-1271 Headlight LED
4 1 M-1354 5,000 lb. Winch
5 1 M-1860 Roller Fairlead
6 1 M-1559 Winch Plate
7 1 M-3350 Remote Winch Plug
8 1 M-1991 Brush Guard
9 1 M-1035-G Driver Headlight Cover - Green
10 1 M-1993 Windshield
11 2 M-3545 Windshield Support Bar (w/ Mounts)
12 1 M-1419 Windshield Wiper Assembly
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11

33

44

88

99

66

77

55

22

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 1 M-1021-XG Engine Cover - Green
2 1 M-2984 Rear Supper Seat Back
3 1 M-1447 Rear Seat Back Hoop
4 2 M-1027 Tail Light Grommet
5 2 M-1023 Tail Light
6 1 M-1026 Rub Rail Clip
7 2 M-1389 Mudd-Ox Drain plug
8 1 M-1024 Rear Hitch
9 4 M-1633 Tie Down (Bearing Box)
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99

66

10108877
1212

1313

1111

55

1414

11
22

33

44

15151616

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 2 M-3150 20" Ripsaw Track
2 168 M-1020 Track Keeper
3 2 M-2373 550 Track Lacing
4 1 M-1413 Fender Kit
5 3 M-1015 Mudd-Ox Badge
6 2 M-1014 Grab Handle
7 1 M-3169 Bilge Outlet
8 1 M-1691 Screen-XL
9 2 M-1013 Grab Handle
10 2 M-1692 Screen
11 1 M-3679 57 hp Exhaust
12 2 M-1011 Seat Belt (Retractable)
13 1 M-1018 "Caution Hot" Warning Label
14 1 M-1491 85" Snow Plow Kit
15 40 M-2472 Lug Nut (Flange Nut Style)
16 8 M-2894 Valve Stem
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12121313
1818

11
33

1717 1616 1515

22

1414

77 8866

1111 1010

55
44

99

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 1 M-2974 57 hp Dash Steering Wheel
2 2 M-1041 Rubber Handle Grip
3 1 M-1925 "Driver" Safety Warning Label
4 1 M-1419 Windshield Wiper Assembly
5 1 M-2189 Wiper Blade
6 1 M-1208 T-Bar Cover Plate
7 1 M-1044 T-Bar Handle
8 1 M-1043 "Weight Limit" Warning Label
9 1 M-1926 "Floor Pan" Warning Label
10 1 M-1049 Hitch pin
11 1 M-1044-2 T-Bar Handle Sleeve
12 1 M-2948 Lower Front Seat
13 1 M-1423-1 Front Floorboard (Alum.)
14 1 M-1042 Glove Box
15 1 M-1662-R Steering Lever (RH)
16 1 M-1662-L Steering Lever (LH)
17 1 M-1047 Steering Bellows
18 2 M-1038 Cup Holder
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55
44

33 22 1515

1313
1212

1414

11

66

77

1010

99

88

1111

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 2 M-2968 Hydraulic Pump
2 2 M-1070 Detent Spring
3 2 M-1069 5/8" Dentent Ball
4 2 M-1194 Neutral Detent Base
5 2 M-1232 Lower Detent Plate
6 2 M-2726 Neutral Safety Switch
7 1 M-1206-F Front "Z" Bar
8 2 M-1933 Dampener
9 2 M-1077-2 Ball Stud
10 1 M-1206-R Rear "Z" Bar
11 2 M-3218 Steering Cable
12 4 M-3513 Hime Joint (Pump)
13 2 M-1192 XL/GT H Bracket
14 2 M-1912 Hydraulic Oil Filter (Pump)
15 2 M-1192-2 XL/GT H Bracket Mounting Cap
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3434

3232

3030

2525 2626

3333

1414

88

1111

66

33

22

2828

11

77

1515

2020

1919

44

55

3131

1010

1212

99

1313 1616 1717 1818

2121
2323

2424

2222

2727

2929

Ref. Qty. Part # Description Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 2 M-1400 J-Hook (Battery Hold Down) 18 1 M-3675 AST Hose
2 1 M-1097 Maxx N65 Battery 19 1 M-3398 Hydraulic Hose
3 1 M-1374 Battery Terminal Set 20 1 M-3396 Hydraulic Hose
4 1 M-1125 Hood Support 21 1 M-3404 Coolant Hose
5 1 M-3515 Coolant Hose 22 1 M-3676 Exhaust Pipe
6 1 M-2094 Coolant Hose T fitting 23 1 M-3676 Breather Hose
7 1 M-3413 Coolant Hose 24 1 M-3677 *Heater Hose
8 1 M-3515 Coolant Hose 25 1 M-1103 Diesel Alternator
9 1 M-3670 Overflow Hose 26 1 M-1174 Diesel Alternator Bracket
10 1 M-3672 AST Hose 27 1 M-1397 Hydraulic Tank Cap
11 1 M-3219 Aluminum Coolant Fill Canister 28 1 M-3678 *Heater Hose
12 1 M-1438 Bracket (Coolant Fill) 29 1 M-1927 Hydraulic Oil Label
13 1 M-3674 Overflow Drain Hose 30 1 M-3542 1/4" Clear Hose
14 1 M-1135 Overflow Bracket 31 1 M-1104 Hydraulic Oil Tank
15 1 M-1099 Plastic Coolant Reservoir Canister 32 1 M-1105 Oil filter
16 1 M-3673 *AST Hose 33 1 M-1102 Diesel Alternator V-Belt
17 1 M-2919 *Brass T Fitting 34 1 M-2730 Kubota 57 hp Engine

* With Optional Heater Kit
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2222

1919

1818

1313

1010 99

1616

1212

1111 88

1515

77

22

33

2020
2121

1414

11

44

66 55

Ref. Qty. Part # Description
1 2 M-1082-L/R Upper Radiator Clamp
2 2 M-3085 Ball Valve
3 2 M-2188 Radiator (RH)
4 2 M-1898 Oil Cooler (RH)
5 2 M-1083-L/R Lower Radiator Clamp
6 2 M-1118 Lower Radiator Clamp Spacer
7 2 M-2180 13" Fan
8 1 M-3086 Fuel Fill Hose
9 1 M-3184 1-1/2" Steel Barb
10 1 M-2005 Brass Fitting
11 1 M-1092 RH Rear Seat
12 1 M-1159 XL Fuel Tank (R-Rollbar)
13 1 M-3260 Sending Unit
14 1 M-1243-3 XL Rear Floorboard
15 2 M-3183 1/2" Steel Barb
16 2 M-3087 Vent Hose
17 1 M-1088 LH Rear Seat
18 2 M-1095 R-Pin
19 2 M-1086 Rollbar Pin 
20 4 M-1068 Rollbar Pin Washer
21 1 M-1448 XL Roll Bar
22 2 M-1147 Rollbar Foot Assembly
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66
55

22

77

99

88

1010 1111 1212

44

33

11

Ref Qty. Part # Description
1 4 M-1427 XL Axle Tube Spacer (3.650'')
2 4 M-1051 Rear Chain Tensioner
3 8 M-1426 XL Axle Tube Spacer (1.900'')
4 8 M-2202 18 Tooth Sprocket
5 4 M-3511 94 Pitch 60-2 Chain
6 6 M-1386 60-2 Master Link
7 2 M-1052 Front Chain Tensioner
8 2 M-1278 Front Tensioner Jam Nut
9 2 M-1057 Front Tensioner Rod
10 2 M-2091 116 Pitch 60-2 Chain
11 4 M-1378 Chain Tenioner Pad
12 4 M-1137 Tensioner Pad Mount
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1010

99

1515

22

33
44

11

55
66

88
77 1313

1212

1414

1111

Ref Qty. Part # Description
1 2 M-2368 400 Series Hydraulic Motor
2 4 M-1425 XL Axle Tube Spaces (1.550'')
3 2 M-3598-14T 14T Drive Sprocket
4 4 M-1321 24T D60 Sprocket
5 8 M-2459 207 Flange (Inner)
6 8 M-2458 207 Flange (Outer)
7 8 M-2455 Inner Axle Bearing
8 8 M-1441 XL Axle End Washer
9 8 M-2042 Axle Nut
10 40 M-1401 1/2-20 Lug Bolt
11 8 M-1671 XL Axle (2017+)
12 16 M-2456 209 Flange (Outer)
13 16 M-2457 209 Flange (Inner)
14 16 M-2538 Outer Bearing
15 8 M-1849 XL/GT Axle Hub
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Contact Us

Once again, we thank you for choosing Mudd-Ox as your new amphibious ATV. Mudd-Ox was started in 2005, and 
after thorough testing, the first production machine was sold in 2008. Each machine is proudly hand built in the 

USA. To find more information, please visit our website. We strive to keep you informed on everything Mudd-Ox. If 
you have additional questions or inquiries, please contact your nearest dealer or Mudd-Ox directly.

8525 W 750 N
Shipshewana, IN 46565

+1 260-768-7221
www.muddox.net
info@muddox.net

Feel free to send us pictures and stories about your Mudd-Ox. We enjoy the unique story of each individual ma-
chine; the satisfaction of our customers is very important. You may also share on our social media pages where 

latest Mudd-Ox news is posted.

www.facebook.com/muddox
www.instagram.com/muddoxinc



Address : 

Phone : 
Web : 
Emai:

8525 W 750 N
Shipshewana, IN

46565
+1 260 768 7221

www.muddox.net
info@muddox.net
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